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Abstract

Microfibrillar reinforced composites (MFC) have attracted considerable academic and practical interests after the concept was introduced more than a decade years ago. This new type of composites will be created by blending of two polymers with different melting temperatures and processing the blend under certain thermo-mechanical conditions to generate in-situ formed microfibrils of the higher melting polymer grade of temperature in the blend. The compression molded microfibrillar composites were reported to possess excellent mechanical properties and thus they are promising materials for different applications.

In the present work, a typical immiscible polymer blend PET/PP was selected for the preparation of PET/PP, PET/PP/TiO$_2$ microfibrillar reinforced composites. The objective of this study is to analyse the processing-structure-property relationship in the PET/PP based MFCs.

The morphology of the PET microfibrils and the dispersion of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and discussed. The crystallization behaviour of PET and PP was studied by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The thermomechanical and mechanical properties of the composites were determined by dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) and uniaxial tensile tests and the related results discussed as a function of the composition of the corresponding system.

During stretching of the PET/PP extrudate, the PET dispersed phase was deformed into microfibrils. These microfibrils were still well persevered after compression molding of the drawn strands. Therefore the PET microfibrils acted as the reinforcement for the PP matrix. Compared with neat PP, the tensile properties of the PET/PP MFC were greatly improved. For the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC, the effects of polypropylene grafted maleic anhydride (PP-g-MA, introduced as
compatibilizer) and TiO$_2$ particles on the structure and properties of drawn strands and composites were investigated. Upon the addition of PP-g-MA, the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles changed: they migrated from the PET dispersed phase to the continuous PP matrix phase. This was accompanied with structural changes of the drawn strands. The microfibril formation mechanism was also investigated. After injection molding of the microfibrillar composites, the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles was still preserved. DMTA analysis of drawn strands, the tensile and impact tests of the composites demonstrated that the mechanical properties of the drawn strands of the microfibrillar composites were strongly dependent on the respective structures of the tested materials.

To further investigate the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles in the PET/PP blend which were discovered during the preparation of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFCs, PET/PP/TiO$_2$ ternary nanocomposites were prepared according to four blending procedures. The preferential location of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles was influenced by the blending sequence and the amount of PP-g-MA incorporated. Furthermore, it was discovered that TiO$_2$ nanoparticles exerted a compatibilizing effect on the morphology of the composites. Three different compatibilization mechanisms of nanoparticles were proposed depending on the location of the nanoparticles.
**Kurzfassung**


Die über entsprechende Pressverfahren hergestellten microfibrillaren Komposite (MFC) sollen exzellente mechanische Eigenschaften aufweisen wodurch sie ein vielversprechendes Anwendungspotential haben.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein typisches, nicht mischbares Polymergemisch, PET/PP, für die Herstellung von PET/PP, PET/PP/TiO₂ mikrofibrillar verstärkten Kompositen ausgewählt. Ziel dieser Studie ist es, die Prozess-Struktur-Eigenschaften von auf PET/PP basierenden MFCs zu erforschen.


Während des Streckens des PET/PP Extrudates wurde die PET disperse Phase

Um die bevorzugte Position der TiO\textsubscript{2}-Partikel in der PET/PP Mischung, die während der Herstellung von PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2} MFCs festgestellt wurden, weiter zu untersuchen, wurden ternäre PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2}-Nanokomposite nach vier Mischverfahren hergestellt. Die bevorzugte Position der TiO\textsubscript{2} Nanopartikel wurde über die Mischfolge und die Menge des eingearbeiteten PP-g-MA beinflusst. Darüberhinaus wurde festgestellt, dass die TiO\textsubscript{2} Nanopartikel eine kompatibilisierende Wirkung auf die Morphologie der Komposite ausübten. Drei verschiedene Kompatibilisierungsmechanismen der Nanopartikel wurden in Abhängigkeit der Position der Nanopartikel vorgeschlagen.
List of Abbreviations and Symbols

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Carbon black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Differential scanning calorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMTA</td>
<td>Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMA</td>
<td>Glycidyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP</td>
<td>Liquid crystalline polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Maleic anhydride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>Microfibrillar composite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Hydroxyl (group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA6</td>
<td>Polyamide 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBT</td>
<td>Polybutylene terephthalate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Polycarbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Polyethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEMA</td>
<td>Polyethyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>Polymethyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Polyolefin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Polypropylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-g-MA</td>
<td>Polypropylene grafted maleic anhydride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Polyphenylene sulfide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rpm</td>
<td>Revolution per minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN</td>
<td>Styrene acrylonitrile copolymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>Silicon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>Titanium dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vol.%</td>
<td>Volume percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Symbols**

- **a** [nm] Radius of a particle
- **C** [s\(^{-1}\)] Frequency of collisions
- **D\(_0\)** [cm\(^2\)/s] Diffusion coefficient
- **D\(_m\), D\(_n\)** [nm] Diameter of a microfibril, droplet
- **E\(^*\)** [MPa] Complex elastic modulus
- **E\(^'\), E\(^''\)** [MPa] Storage-, loss modulus
- **ΔG\(_m\)** [kJ/mol] Free energy of mixing
- **ΔH** [kJ/mol] Activation energy
- **k\(_B\)** J/K Boltzmann constant
- **L** [mm] Length
- **L/D** [1] Length/diameter
- **R** [mm] Radius
- **T, T\(_0\)** [ºC] Actual-, reference temperature
- **T\(_g\), T\(_c\)** [ºC] Glass transition-, crystallization temperature
- **t** [s] Time
- **t\(_D\)** [s] Time of diffusion
- **tan δ** [1] Mechanical loss factor
- **X\(_c\)** [%] Crystallinity

**Greek symbols**

- **γ** [s\(^{-1}\)] Shear rate
- **η\(_d\), η\(_m\)** [Pa.s] Viscosity of dispersed phase, matrix
- **φ** [%] Volume fraction of the dispersed entity
- **λ** [1] Viscosity ratio
- **ω** [1] Wetting parameter
1 Introduction

Immiscible polymer blends usually exhibit poor mechanical properties due to weak interfacial adhesion between their constituents. The lack of adhesion between the blend constituents is generally considered as a disadvantage [1]. However, it becomes a critical factor in the successful creation of a new type of fibrillar polymer-polymer composite from immiscible blends. Microfibrillar reinforced composites (MFC) are comprised of an isotropic polymer matrix reinforced with an even dispersion of micro- or nanofibrils with high aspect ratio. The fibrils made from the secondary dispersed polymer after the blend has been subjected to a hot stretching procedure. This is accompanied with the orientation of the matrix polymer as well. The orientation of the matrix is then released through an isotropization process whereby keeping the disperse phase aligned, i.e. in fibril form [2].

Blends of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and polyolefin (PO) have attracted considerable research activities since both materials are among the most frequently used thermoplastics, especially as packaging materials. PET may enhance the stiffness of polyolefin at higher temperatures while the polyolefin could facilitate the crystallization of PET by heterogeneous nucleation affecting the blend stiffness. However, owing to the differences in chemical nature and polarity, the PET/polyolefin blends exhibit very poor impact strength. Hence, appropriate compatibilization is needed to achieve better adhesion between the two phases and to improve mechanical properties. A compatibilizer typically has two parts so that each part can interact with one of the polymers in the blends. This allows blending of immiscible polymers and creating a homogenous mixture.

PET fibers are known as high performance fibers which possess high tensile strength and modulus, while polypropylene (PP) is of low tensile properties. Immiscible with PP and having a much higher melting temperature than the PP,
PET is considered as ideal reinforcement material for preparing PET/PP-based MFC.

Incorporation of nanofillers into immiscible polymer blends was reported to exert a compatibilization effect on the blend morphology, which usually contributes to improvement of mechanical properties [3]. The incorporated nanofillers usually have a preferential location in the polymer blends (either located in one phase or at the interface). The location of nanofillers is greatly influenced by the following factors: the interfacial tension of the two polymers, the viscosities of the two polymers, blending procedures, mixing time and the incorporation of additives. Due to large difference in polarity and viscosity, PET/PP is considered as the ideal blend to investigate the migration and compatibilization mechanisms of nanofillers.
2 State of the Art

2.1 Polymer blends

2.1.1 Phase morphology

Blending of polymers is an effective route to develop new materials with novel properties. The ability to combine existing polymers into new compositions with improved novel properties offers the advantage of reduced research and development expense compared to the development of new monomers and polymers. Therefore, great attention has been paid to investigate polymer blends.

The types of polymer blends are very broad, from simple binary mixture to combinations of block copolymers and homopolymers, interpenetrating networks, reactive compatibilized systems, molecular composites, impact modified polymers, emulsion blends, engineering polymer blends and countless other systems [1]. The primary difference of polymer blends is linked with their phase structure: completely miscible blends, partially miscible blends and fully immiscible blends. In completely thermodynamically miscible blends, homogeneity is observed at least on nanometer scale, if not on the molecular level. This type of blend exhibits only one glass transition temperature, which is between the glass transition temperatures of both blend components in a close relation to the blend composition. In partially miscible blends a (small) part of one blend component is dissolved in the other. Both blend phases are homogeneous, and have their own glass transition temperatures. The glass transition temperatures are shifted, however, from the values for the pure blend components towards the glass transition temperature of the other blend component [4].

Most of polymer blends are known as phase separated systems. Depending on the complex interplay of material parameters and processing conditions, various types of useful morphologies can be obtained for a given blend (Figure 1.1). The
related morphologies generate different end properties such as high strength and toughness, toughness coupled with stiffness, good barrier properties, and high melt flow. However, from the point of view of a broader classification, multiphase polymer blends may be divided into two major categories:

- Blends with a discrete phase structure (i.e., droplets in matrix),
- Blends with a bi-continuous phase structure (i.e., co-continuous).

Other types of morphologies include fibrillar, core shell and onion ring-like morphologies [5, 6].

![Image of useful morphologies](image.png)

**Figure 2.1:** Schematic of useful morphologies of polymer blends [6].

### 2.1.2 Compatibilization of immiscible blends

Due to the weak adhesion at the interface, immiscible polymer blends exhibit unstable phase morphologies and poor mechanical properties. In order to create a blend with useful properties, its compatibilization is necessary. Two general methods are used for compatibilizing immiscible polymers:
State of the Art

- incorporation of suitable block or graft copolymers (nonreactive compatibilization),
- reactive compatibilization.

Usually the chains of a block or graft copolymers have a blocky structure, with one constitutive block miscible with one blend component and a second block miscible with the other blend component. These blocky structures can be pre-made and added to the immiscible polymer blend, but they can also be generated in-situ during the blending process. The incorporated copolymers tend to enrich at the interface between the two polymers. The copolymers anchor their segments in the relevant polymer, reducing the interfacial tension and stabilizing dispersion against coalescence [7-9]. However, their ability to stabilize the phase structure is limited [10]. The conformation of different block, graft, or random copolymers at the interface is schematically drawn in Figure 1.2.

![Figure 1.2](image-url)

**Figure 2.2**: Possible localization of A-B copolymer at the A/B interface. Schematic of connecting chains at an interface, (a) diblock copolymers, (b) end-grafted chains, (c) triblock copolymers, (d) multiply grafted chain, (e) random copolymer [11].

Reactive compatibilization is the process that allows generating graft or block copolymers acting as compatibilizers in-situ during melt blending. There are different types of reactive compatibilization. If the two blended polymers contain
reactive groups, their reaction is straightforward. Another type of reactive compatibilization is realized by incorporating a reactive polymer which is miscible with one blend component and reactive towards functional groups attached to the second blend component. A block or grafted copolymer is thereby formed in-situ at the interface [11].

One of the primary methods of reactive compatibilization is to utilize maleic anhydride (MA) grafted polymers. The anhydride group can react with the amine end groups of polyamides (PA) and the hydroxyl end groups of polyester [12-15]. The other reactive groups such as carboxyl, oxazoline, isocyanate and epoxy are also employed as grafts or in copolymers to compatibilize immiscible polymer blends [16-20]. Figure 1.3 lists some reactive groups involved in reactive processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>X'•Y'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="anhydride" /></td>
<td>H₂N</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="amine" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="epoxide" /></td>
<td>H₂N</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="hydroxyl" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="oxazoline" /></td>
<td>H₂N</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="hydroxyl" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="carboxyl" /></td>
<td>H₂N</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="isocyanate" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="isocyanate" /></td>
<td>H₂N</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="epoxy" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.3:** Reactive groups involved in reactive processing [4].
The mechanism of stabilization against coalescence for compatibilized polymer blends is shown schematically in Figure 1.4. The interface of the polymer blends consists of a layer (or layers) of copolymers. The block segment of the matrix phase polymer is located in the outer surface of the droplet since it is incompatible with the droplet. Therefore, the dispersed phase droplet is covered with a shell of copolymer with the outside consisting of matrix phase block segments. When the matrix fluid tries to drain as the droplets come together, the copolymers at the interface do not allow the dispersed phase in the two droplets to meet and the droplets recoil. In order for the dispersed phase in the two droplets to meet, the copolymers must be moved out of the contact area. Since the interfacial viscosity increases upon adding a compatibilizer, it will be difficult to move the copolymers, thus, coalescence is retarded. If there is enough copolymer at the interface, then it may form an “interphase” which must be overcome for coalescence to occur.

**Figure 2.4**: Suppression of coalescence. Two droplets which have a layer of diblock or grafted copolymer at the interface are less likely to coalesce since copolymer molecules form shells around the droplets [8].
2.1.3 Control of blend morphology

The morphology of immiscible blends depends on many factors, such as blend composition, viscosity ratio of the two components, the capillarity number, interfacial tension, mixing time, geometry of the screw and screw rotation speed [21-23]. During processing, a wide range of size and shapes of dispersed phase can be obtained. In the immiscible polymer blends, the domains range in size from submicron to hundreds of microns. Moreover, spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, ribbon-like, co-continuous, and sub-inclusion types of morphology can be obtained under various conditions. The final morphology is balanced between the droplet breakup and coalescence processes [24-30].

Viscosity ratio

The viscosity of the dispersed phase/the viscosity of the matrix (λ) is one of the most critical variables for controlling blend morphology. Generally, a high viscosity ratio results in a coarse morphology, while low viscosity ratio results in a fine morphology. It is generally accepted that a viscosity ratio of 1 leads to the smallest diameter of the dispersed phase and the finest morphology [24].

Blend composition

In polymer blends, the minor component usually forms the dispersed phase while the major component forms the continuous phase. However, when the contents of the two polymers are comparable, more viscous component tends to form the dispersed phase, and the less viscous component tends to form the continuous phase [23, 24, 31].

Interfacial modification

Interfacial modification of polymer blends reduces the droplets size of the dispersed phase and narrows the droplet size distribution [24].
**Processing parameter**

Blending immiscible polymers in an extruder at high screw speed leads to a finer morphology, since high screw speed generates an intensive shear stress field that facilitates efficient droplet breakup. Longer mixing time also favors a finer phase morphology. Figure 1.5 describes the mechanism of morphology development during the melt blending of immiscible polymer blends [7, 24].

---

**Figure 2.5**: Schematic of morphology development during melt blending of miscible polymer blend. As pellets or powder of the minor phase soften, layers peel off. These stretch out into sheets which break up into fibers and then droplets. Unless block copolymer can rapidly cover the new interface, these droplets will coalesce to larger particles [7].
2.2 Microfibrillar composites

2.2.1 Polymer fibers

It is well known that melt-spinning or solid-state drawing of polymers produces high-modulus high-strength polymer fibers [32, 33]. Clark and Scott [34] using acetal resin, found that the drawing process consists of two stages. In the first stage, the unoriented billet is drawn at a rapid rate; a neck forms and propagates along the entire specimen until, at this rapid draw rate, the process is terminated by fracture. This first stage of draw is termed “natural draw” with the draw ratio of the necked specimen being about 7 at fracture for acetal polymer. The natural draw rate can be several hundred percent per minute. The second stage of draw (super draw) which elongates the sample several hundred percent beyond the natural draw ratio, appears to be a distinctly separate process requiring a much slower draw rate (several percent per minute) and careful control of temperature. Figure 1.6 shows the morphology of natural drawn fiber and super drawn fiber. The undrawn crystalline polymer consists of folded chain lamellae joined by a small but important fraction of tie molecules. On drawing, the lamellae break into folded chain blocks on the order of 20 nm in breadth which subsequently aggregate to form the fundamental unit of the drawn structure: the microfibril. The microfibril is composed of alternating crystal blocks and amorphous layers, the latter consisting of chain folds (of varying loop length), chain ends (cilia) and tie molecules connecting the chain folded blocks along the longitudinal direction in the drawn microfibril. The tie molecules which connect the blocks in the longitudinal (draw) direction provide the principal source of strength and modulus in the microfibril [35].
Figure 2.6: Proposed morphology of (a) natural drawn filament and (b) morphology of super drawn filament illustrating the concept of a continuous crystal matrix [35].

There are different types of polymer fibers available on the market. The tensile properties of some polymer fibers are summarized in Table 1. The performance of polymer fibers are greatly improved compared with the bulk polymers. The superior properties of polymer fibers are attributed to the high crystallinity and high degree of orientation of the polymer chains. Demonstrating excellent tensile properties, light weight and good compatibility with polymers, polymer fibers are considered as promising candidates for the reinforcement of polymer matrices. When these fibers are incorporated into a suitable polymer, the resulting composite materials are light weight, strong and deformation resistant.
Table 2.1: Typical examples of polymer fiber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer fiber</th>
<th>Type and Manufacturer</th>
<th>Tensile strength</th>
<th>Tensile modulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE fiber</td>
<td>Spectra® fiber 1000 (Honeywell)</td>
<td>3000 MPa</td>
<td>172 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dyneema® (Toyobo)</td>
<td>3500 MPa</td>
<td>110 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HDPE monofilament (Esbjerg Thermoplast)</td>
<td>3500-5000 MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP fiber</td>
<td>HY-strength (Fiber Visions)</td>
<td>1700-2000 MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PP-Fiber (Taian Modern Plastic)</td>
<td>7700 MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyester fiber</td>
<td>High Tenacity-510 (Wellman)</td>
<td>6000 MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High tenacity (INVISTA)</td>
<td>6000 MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aramid fiber</td>
<td>Kevlar 49 (DuPont)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>112 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nomex 430 (DuPont)</td>
<td>4400 MPa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meryl® Techno (Nylstar)</td>
<td>14900 MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA fiber</td>
<td>(IngeoTM PLA fiber)</td>
<td>3200-3600 MPa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrylic fiber</td>
<td>CFF Fiber (Sterling Fibers)</td>
<td>450 MPa</td>
<td>6 GPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Concept of microfibrillar composites

With respect to the size of the reinforcing components, polymer composites can be divided into two extreme groups:

- Macro-composites (e.g. glass fiber reinforced ones);
- Molecular composites (with single rod-like macromolecules entities, like in liquid crystalline polymers).

The interest in molecular composites is driven by the fact that by increasing aspect ratio (either by raising the length or by decreasing the diameter of the fibers) of the reinforcement, the mechanical behavior of the respective material can be improved substantially [36]. Following this reasoning, theoretically the
ultimate reinforcement would be achieved by single, extended rigid-rod polymer molecules [37].

Thermotropic liquid crystalline polymer (LCP) is essentially a rigid-rod long-chain molecule. The molecular chain contains some irregularity ("flexibility") to lower the melting point below the decomposition temperature. The rigid-rod molecular structure allows these materials to exhibit molecular order in a liquid mesophase. The highly oriented nature of LCP yields highly anisotropic physical properties and makes thermotropic LCP quite attractive for a potential dispersed phase in in-situ reinforced materials. In the first try to produce molecular composites, LCP was combined with a commercial engineering polymer matrix. The composite was produced by melt blending of the LCP and the thermoplastic matrix, usually in an extruder, followed by a processing step characterized by high elongational flow. The LCP phase was elongated into oriented microfibrils due to the elongational stress field and these microfibrils serve as reinforcing elements (phase) in the polymer matrix [38-44]. Although LCP in-situ composites have some advantages compared to conventional short fiber reinforced composites, they also have some disadvantages: (1) they are generally immiscible with other thermoplastics and form a two-phase structure; (2) they are expensive, and processing from the solution of lyotropic LCP complicates the processing; and (3) the application of the self-reinforcing approach on a commercial scale requires a well-defined set of processing conditions [45].

Unlike LCP, the molecules of common thermoplastics relax during melt processing. Therefore a good molecular orientation can hardly be guaranteed. In order to overcome this problem, Fakirov and Evstatiev introduce a novel concept for developing in situ formed fibril-reinforced composites from polymer blends. The so-called microfibrillar reinforced composites (MFC) satisfy to a great extent the above mentioned represents (aspect ratio and compatibility) that achieved with the LCP-reinforced composites [2, 46-49]. Unlike the classical macro-composites (e.g., fiber reinforced macro-composites), this group of polymer
composites is reinforced with polymer fibrils or, more frequently, bundles of them. The selected polymer pairs for preparing MFC should meet the following requirements:

- The two (or even more) polymers are immiscible;
- The melting temperature gap between of the polymers should be at least 30 K;
- The polymer pairs should demonstrate good drawability.

The preparation of MFC includes three basic steps as shown in Figure 1.7:

- **Mixing and Extrusion**: Melt blending extrusion of two immiscible polymers having different melting temperatures ($T_m$), which produces an isotropic and continuous blend filament.
- **Drawing and Fibrillation**: Cold drawing of the blend in order to get orientation of the two phases. This step creates highly oriented microfibrils with properties biased predominantly along the axial direction (or symmetry axis).
- **Post-processing**: Thermal treatment at a temperature between the melting temperatures of the two polymers to ensure the formation of an isotropic matrix while still retaining the highly oriented reinforcing fibrils.

**Figure 2.7**: Preparation of microfibrillar composites [50].
During the drawing and fibrillation step, the two polymers are converted into a highly oriented state. With the progress of cold drawing, the originally spherical particles are transformed into rotational ellipsoids. As the drawing continues, these ellipsoids become thinner and longer transforming into cylindrical bristles and are brought closer to each other initiating end-to-end coalescence to build up uniform microfibrils. A qualitative mechanism of fibril formation during cold drawing in immiscible blends is proposed as shown in Figure 1.8.

![Figure 2.8: Schematic the microfibril formation mechanism in polymer blends during cold drawing (transformation of the spherical particles into microfibrils via coalescence under transverse contraction) [51].](image)

The post-processing step, usually realized by injection molding or compression molding (where the processing window should not be too close to the melting temperature of the microfibrils), results in melting of the lower-melting-point component and its transformation into an isotropic matrix, reinforced with the microfibrils of the higher melting polymer component.
Compared with standard polymer composites, microfibrillar composites demonstrate the following advantages [52]:

- reinforced by in-situ formed polymer microfibrils;
- ease of processing;
- reduced weight in comparison to glass fiber reinforced composites;
- recyclability and repetition of processing.

### 2.2.3 Development of microfibrillar composites

#### 2.2.3.1 PET/polyolefin MFC

Many immiscible polymers have been explored for preparing MFC, however, the PET/polyolefin combination received special attention [21, 53-57]. PET fibers exhibit superior tensile properties which make it as ideal reinforcement for the tough but less stiff polyolefin. Li has made extensive investigation on the morphology, crystallization behavior, rheological and mechanical properties of PET/polyolefin MFC. He reported that the morphological characteristics of the fibrillized PET phase, such as diameter and its distribution were dependent on the hot stretch ratio at a fixed blend composition [58]; at a fixed stretch ratio the microfibrils became larger with the increase of PET concentration [59]. Furthermore, he proposed three nucleation origins in microfibrillar reinforced blends under an elongational flow field: (a) the classical row nuclei model; (b) fiber nuclei; (c) nuclei induced by fiber assistant alignment. In the microfibrillar PET/PP blend, PET in-situ microfibers had significant nucleation ability for the crystallization of the PP matrix phase. The non-isothermal crystallization kinetics of the PET/PP microfibrillar blend was investigated by applying the theories proposed by Jeziorny, Ozawa, and Liu, and agreement was found between the experimental results and Liu’s prediction [60]. For the PET/polyethylene(PE) MFC, in general, the tensile strength and modulus of the composites increased with increasing PET concentration. Needless to say that the strength of MFC was higher than those of the conventional PET/PE blends. The tensile strength and modulus reached a maximum at ca. 15 wt.% of PET [61].
By incorporating carbon black (CB) into PET/PE MFC, Li successfully fabricated a new conductive composite. In the composite, the CB particles were located in the surfaces of the PET microfibrils. The conductive network was built by the contact and overlapping of the CB particles coated PET microfibrils, which led to a very low percolation threshold and a good conductivity [62]. In addition, the CB particles, remaining in the PE matrix also contributed to the conductive paths, especially at high CB content of the corresponding microfibrillar composites.

In order to improve the interfacial adhesion between the PET microfibrils and the polyolefin matrix, Fakirov et al. [51] incorporated ethylene-glycidyl methacrylate (E-GMA) and polypropylene grafted maleic anhydride (PP-g-MA) as compatibilizers into the PET/polyolefin blends during melt extrusion. It was discovered that the MFC blends with compatibilizer had shorter fibrils, because the compatibilizer formed a thin shell around the PET spheres and this did not allow their coalescence. Friedrich et al. [63] prepared uncompatibilized and compatibilized PET/PP MFC by compression molding and injection molding of the drawn strands. They concluded that the compression molded samples possessed better mechanical properties than the injection molded specimens. This was due to the uniaxial orientation of the PET fibrils in the unidirectionally laid drawn strands during compression molding. The impact energy of the injection molded uncompatibilized PET/PP MFC was lower than that of the neat PP because of the incompatibility between PET and PP. However, the toughness of PET/PP MFC increased with increasing amount of the compatibilizer. Fuchs et al. [56] studied the extent of Tsai-Hill equations applicability to microfibrillar composites for characterizing their mechanical behavior. The tensile tests on specimens cut at various angles of MFC with unidirectional PET microfibrils alignment showed a good agreement with Tsai-Hill predictions.

During the investigation on PET/PE MFC, Fakirov and Evstatiev observed the formation of PE transcristalline lay on the surface of the PET microfibrils. The lamellae in the transcristalline layer were parallel to each other and laid
perpendicularly to the PET fibril surfaces (as shown in Figure 1.9). They attributed the impressive mechanical properties of the injection molded PET/PE MFC to the transcrystallization and the relatively high aspect ratio of the PET fibrils [64]. The PP transcrystallites in in-situ microfibrillar PET/PP blends were also observed by Li [57]. The cited author further proposed a model for the transcrystalline structure of the microfibrillar composites as schematically presented in Figure 1.10.

**Figure 2.9**: TEM micrograph of an ultrathin, stained section of an injection molded dog bone sample of PET/PE (50/50 by weight ratio) with an MFC structure [57].

**Figure 2.10**: Scheme of the transcrystalline layers in the stretched microfibrillar PET/PP blend. The row structures of PP can be induced by a simple flow field and the combination with PET fibers [57].
Other researchers also investigated the PET/polyolefin MFC. Taepaiboon et al. reported that diameters of the in-situ formed PET microfibrils decreased with increasing draw ratio, and the initial size of ground PET flakes did not affect the mechanical properties of the final MFC. Flexural modulus, tensile modulus, and tensile strength of PP/PET MFC were improved by the presence of PET microfibrils and further improvement could be achieved by the addition of PP-g-MA [54]. Jayanarayanan reported that the tensile, flexural and impact properties of injection molded PET/PP increases with stretch ratio. However, a too high stretch ratio was not desirable for the reinforcement of PP. The PET microfibrils with high aspect ratio and good orientation were obtained for samples drawn at stretch ratio 5. Beyond stretch ratio 8, the breakage of the fibrils was observed during stretching which produced very short randomly distributed fibrils after injection molding [55]. Similar observation was also reported by Lin: during cold drawing, there was a critical drawing speed below which the natural draw ratios of the polymers remained constant, but above which the draw ratios first decreased slightly because of suppression of molecular relaxation and then increased because of breakage of highly strained molecules and disintegration of lamellar crystals into finer mosaic blocks [65].

2.2.3.2 MFC based on other polymer blends

Besides the PET/polyolefin combinations, other polymer blends were also explored for preparing MFC. More than a decade years ago, Fakirov and Evstatiev successfully developed other MFC from binary and ternary blends of polyesters/PA 6, PET/polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), PBT/PA, and PET/PA/PBT MFC. These studies are the pioneering works to prepare MFC [2, 47]. Soon afterword, the PET/PA MFC was also developed in which the PET microfibrils existed as reinforcement. Compared with neat PA6, the elastic modulus and the strength of injection molded MFC blends increased by factors of 2.5 and 1.7, respectively. In the case of the compression molded ones, depending on laminate lay-up, modulus and strength were three to five times higher than the corresponding values of the neat PA6 [37, 45]. Evstatiev
investigated the possibility to prepare PA66/PA6 and PET/PA6/PA66 MFC. However, due to the miscibility of the two polyamides, separate PA6 or PA66 microfibrils were not observed [66].

Pesneau [67] and Huang [68] prepared PA66/PP-based MFC. Huang reported that the increase in the viscosity ratio between PA66 and PP was favorable for the fibrillization of PA66, while the elevation in the compatibilizer concentration (PP-g-MA) was unfavorable for the fibrillization.

Xu [70] prepared poly(phenylene sulfide) (PPS)/PP MFC. It was reported that at the same PPS concentration, diameter of most PPS fibrils in the microfibrillar blend was comparable to that of the PPS particles in the common blend [69]. Polycarbonate (PC)/high density polyethylene (HDPE) MFC was successfully fabricated by Li despite of the high viscosity ratio between PC and HDPE, which is usually disadvantageous for fibrillation.
2.3 Ternary nanocomposites

2.3.1 Preferential location and migration of nanoparticles

In the last 20 years, the development of polymeric nanocomposites became under the spot of interest. This is due to the fact that nanocomposites often exhibit remarkable improvement in materials properties when compared with the corresponding neat polymer or conventional micro- and macro-composites. These improvements include high stiffness [71, 72], increased strength and heat resistance [73], decreased gas permeability [74]. However, in the recent years considerable research attention has been focused on introducing nano-scale fillers into polymer blends. It turned out that the nanofillers always had a preferential location either in one polymer phase or at the interface, which may exert some compatibilization effect on the polymer blends.

Many researchers have investigated the preferential location of the nanofillers in the polymer blends. Most of them attributed this phenomenon to a strong chemical affinity between the nanofillers and the corresponding polymer. As the nanofillers were usually surface modified, they tended to be “chemically bonded” to a given polymer [75-79, 80]. On the other hand, some other researchers offered different explanations. For polymer blends filled with CB, the interfacial tension was the key factor determining the location of CB [81-83]. Elias investigated a PP/polystyrene (PS) blend filled with hydrophilic and hydrophobic nanosilica. The cited author attributed the preferential location of silica (hydrophilic silica in PS phase and hydrophobic silica in PP phase) to the lower interfacial tension between the nanoparticles and the preferred polymers [84]. Wu reported that the preferential location of nanofillers in the melts of two chemically different polymers was not always determined by the surface tension of polymers. Location of the nanoparticles may also be governed by the flexibility of polymer chains. This implies that the entropy penalty may play a decisive role in competitive adsorption of polymers on the surfaces of nanofillers [85]. Lee studied the SiO$_2$/LCP/PP ternary composites, and argued that the preferential
location of the hydrophilic silica in the LCP phase was due to the polar interaction between them [86].

To explain the preferential location of nanofillers, in addition to the above mentioned thermodynamic factors, the blending sequence should also be considered. This covers the kinetic aspect of the nanofiller location (migration). To investigate the blending sequence on the preferential location of nanofillers, most of the researchers adopted the following blending procedures to incorporate the nanofillers into the polymer blends: compounding the three components simultaneously; blending the nanofillers with one polymer and add the second polymer during a second step extrusion. These investigations showed that the blending sequence did not basically influence the preferential location of nanofillers: the nanofillers either stayed in or migrated to the preferred phase irrespective of the blending sequence [84, 86, 87].

Elias et al. have investigated the migration of particles in polymer blends, and proposed three migration mechanisms [88, 89]:

- Brownian motion of the particles (self-diffusion of the particles).
  
  According to Larson [90] when the shear rate is high enough to disturb the equilibrium state of the particle, the rate at which the particle equilibrium is regained is controlled by the particle diffusion coefficient \( D_0 \), given by

\[
D_0 = \frac{k_B T}{6\pi \eta a}
\]  

(1.1)

Where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( \eta \) is the viscosity of the medium at temperature \( T \) and \( a \) is the radius of the particle.

The time for a particle to diffuse a distance equal to its radius \( a \) is therefore

\[
t_D = \frac{a^2 k_B T}{6\pi \eta a^3}
\]  

(1.2)
By assuming the size of diffusing particle aggregates is $a = 100$ nm, $t_d$ is calculated to be 7500 s for $\eta = 2.5 \times 10^3$ Pa.s (usual PP viscosity) and $T = 473$ K. This rough calculation shows that the order of magnitude of the motion time is very large and consequently not matched with the mixing time which is in the range of few minutes. Generally speaking, the high viscosity of the molten polymer impedes the particle movement by Brownian motion.

- The second possibility for the particle movement is induced by the shear. Actually, the inorganic particles and the droplets of the dispersed phase are moving in the matrix so that collisions between particles and drops occur. The frequency of collisions may be roughly approximated by the following equation:

$$C = \frac{8 \gamma \Phi}{\pi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

$\Phi$ is the volume fraction of the considered dispersed entity (particle or polymer drops) and $\dot{\gamma}$ is the shear rate.

- A third mechanism can also be proposed where particles are trapped in the inter-droplet zone during a collision between two dispersed polymer drops. In this latter case, it is the coalescence of polymer droplets that is playing a role in the transfer of the solid particles from one phase to the other.

### 2.3.2 Compatibilization effect of nanofillers

Many researchers investigated the compatibilization effect of nanofillers on immiscible polymer blends. From a historically point of view, the compatibilization of immiscible blend by nanofillers was first reported for CB particles dispersed in elastomers [91, 92]. Clarke et al. [93] showed that CB had a powerful compatibilizing effect when the particles were present at the interface between natural rubber and acrylonitrile butadiene rubber phases. Other inorganic
nanoparticles and nanoclays also exert the same effect on polymer blends. Zhu et al. [94] observed that in spin-cast films prepared from PS/polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), addition of organoclays has resulted in a reduction of the micro-domain size of the dispersed phase. In another report, Ferreiro et al. [95] showed similar behavior in PS/poly(ethyl methacrylate) (PEMA) blends, modified with organoclays. Liu and Kontopoulou [96] showed that the addition of nanosilica particles into PP/polyethylene-co-octene blend decreased the size of the dispersed elastomer phase. Elias et al. [84] and Zhang et al. [97], observed also for PP/PS blends a drastic reduction of the size of the PS phase corresponding to a concentration of hydrophobic fumed silica at the interface. Si et al. [3] and Ray et al. investigated the PC/styrene acrylonitrile (SAN) and PC/PMMA blends respectively. They reported that at the concentration of organoclays around 5 wt.% the blends, normally immiscible depicted the characteristics of a “miscible” blend with only one alpha relaxation (in that case, glass transition temperature) peak [98].

Lipatov et al. have made extensive investigations on the compatibilization effect of nanoclays on polymer blends [99, 100]. The cited authors proposed that the compatibilizing effect of nanofillers depended on the change in free energy of mixing between the two polymers. The free energy of mixing for a filled system including three components, inorganic filler S and polymers A and B, can be given as

\[
\Delta G_m = \Delta G_{AS} + \Delta G_{BS} + \Delta G_{AB}
\]  

(1.4)

where the subscripts identify the interacting pairs. The system is thermodynamically stable when \( \Delta G_m < 0 \). If both polymers are strongly absorbed onto the filler surface, \( \Delta G_{AS} \) and \( \Delta G_{BS} \) become negative. In this case the introduction of fillers decreases the \( \Delta G_m \), whereby the thermodynamic stability of the system is enhanced, and a finer phase morphology is achieved. This theory is further proved by Si [3] and Ray [98].
However, many other researchers offered different explanations for the compatibilization effect of nanofillers. In polymer blends, the nanofillers are observed to be located either in one phase or at the interface. Some researchers argued that when located at the interface the nanofillers (especially the nanoclays) acted as a physical barrier, which slowed down the coalescence of the dispersed phases [90, 101, 102]. Other researchers believed that the nanofillers at the interface stabilized the blend morphology by reducing the interfacial tension [103, 104]. If the nanofillers are preferentially located in one phase (usually in the matrix) the viscosity ratio between the matrix and dispersed phase is changed, which can significantly affect the phase morphology. On the other hand, nanofillers (especially the nanoclay platelets having large aspect ratio) in the matrix prevent the coalescence of the dispersed droplets, thus resulting finer phase morphology [105]. Hong [106] reported that in the PBT/PE blend the nanoclays were mostly located in the dispersed PBT phase when their concentration was high. Therefore the deformability of the PBT droplets filled with organoclays was significantly reduced. The less likelihood of breakup of the droplet hindered the effect of the organoclays in the size reduction of PBT. So, an increase in the mean droplet size of PBT was observed at high nanoclay loading.
2.4 Summary

Numerous investigations on microfibrillar composites have been carried out since the concept of MFC was proposed more than a decade years ago. As reviewed before, the morphology, mechanical properties, crystallization behavior and rheology of the MFC were widely studied. However, there are still many scientific (fibril formation mechanism, morphology-property relationship, the influence of compatibilizer on fibril formation and the possibility of exploring possible polymer blends for preparing MFC) and technical questions (large scale production of MFC, materials feeding problem during injection molding, the effect of processing parameters) unsolved. In addition, incorporation of nanofillers into MFC-structured materials may open a new perspective for enhancing the properties of these materials. Therefore it is of particular interest to investigate the effect of nanofillers on the morphology and properties of MFC. Such work will not only expand our knowledge of polymer composites but also present a detailed and direct reference for the application of MFC.

At present, most of the investigations on ternary nanocomposites focus on introducing nanoclays to compatibilize the polymer blends. However, spherical nanoparticles are also reported to be able to act as effective compatibilizing agents for polymer blends [97,107]. Despite of great efforts by various researchers, the preferential location of nanofillers in polymer blends is still not well understood and there is no widely accepted explanation for this interesting phenomenon. In addition, it is already known that the migration and preferential location of nanofillers in the polymer blends are both thermodynamically (interfacial tension) and kinetically (shear stress during compounding) controlled [87]. Few researchers have investigated the mechanism of nanofiller migration in polymer blends [76, 89], but little is know about the migration process. Furthermore, to our knowledge, all the published investigations on the preferential location and migration of nanofillers are centered on the uncompatibilized polymer blends. So, no investigation has been carried out concerning the location and migration of nanofillers in the compatibilized blends.
It is thus interesting and valuable to investigate the migration and compatibilization mechanisms of nanoparticles in the uncompatibilized and compatibilized blends prepared with different blending procedures.
2.5 Objective of the Study

2.5.1 Microfibrillar composites:

In the present work, PET and PP were selected for preparing the microfibrillar composites. Two types of TiO$_2$ particles were introduced into the PET/PP microfibrillar composites. The aim of the work was to prepare and investigate two groups of microfibrillar composites based on PET/PP, PET/PP/TiO$_2$ blends in absence (uncompatibilized) and presence (compatibilized) of compatibilizer (PP-g-MA) for the PET/PP pair.

**PET/PP MFC**

PET/PP MFC with different concentrations of PET and different amounts of PP-g-MA (as compatibilizer) were prepared under various processing conditions. The main aims of the work on PET/PP MFC are:

- To study the effects of blend composition and compatibilizer on the morphology of extrudates and drawn strands;
- To define the maximum concentration of PET in PET/PP MFC;
- To investigate the influence of processing parameters on the morphology of extrudates and drawn strands;
- To obtain PET/PP MFC with superior tensile properties by adopting optimized processing conditions and incorporating a suitable amount of compatibilizer.

**PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC**

PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC were prepared by using pre-compounded PP/TiO$_2$ composites and PET both in absence and presence of PP-g-MA. Two types of TiO$_2$ particles were incorporated (300 nm and 15 nm in diameter). The two basic targets of this work are:

- To investigate the fibril formation mechanism in filled polymer blends during stretching;
• To study the influences of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles (the size and concentration) on the morphology and properties of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands and MFC;

2.5.2 PET/PP/TiO$_2$ composites

Two types of TiO$_2$ particles were incorporated into PET/PP (minor/major phases) blends in presence and absence of PP-g-MA via four different blending procedures. Major aims of this study are:

• To clarify the effect of blending procedure on the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles;

• To investigate the effect of PP-g-MA on the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles;

• To study the compatibilization effect of TiO$_2$ particles on the phase morphology.

• To study the effect of TiO$_2$ particles on the crystallization behavior and mechanical properties of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ composite.
3 Experimental

3.1 Materials

3.1.1 Selection of polymer pairs

PP (Moplen HP400H) was purchased from LyondellBasell (Rotterdam, Netherlands) with a melt flow rate of 2 g/10 min (230 °C/2.16 kg). Granulated PET (skyPET BL8050) was provided by SK Eurochem (Warszawa, Poland) with the intrinsic viscosity of 0.80 dl/g. The PP-g-MA (OREVAC CA 100 of Arkema, Colombes, France) was used as compatibilizer for PET and PP. The maleic anhydride content was 1 wt. %, and the melt flow rate was 10 g/10 min (190°C, 325 g).

3.1.2 Nanofillers

Two types of TiO\textsubscript{2} (RM 300 of Sachtleben Chemie GmbH, Duisburg, Germany; Kronos 2220 of Kronos, Leverkusen, Germany) nanoparticles served as fillers for PET/PP MFC. Their specifications are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Specifications of TiO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Crystal size (nm)</th>
<th>Crystal form</th>
<th>TiO\textsubscript{2} content</th>
<th>Surface treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM 300</td>
<td>15 (rodlike)</td>
<td>rutile</td>
<td>~ 87%</td>
<td>1 wt.% of trimethylolpropane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kronos 2220</td>
<td>300 (spherical)</td>
<td>rutile</td>
<td>≥ 92.5%</td>
<td>aluminum and silicon compounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Preparation of microfibrillar composites

3.2.1 Preparation of PET/PP MFC

Prior to processing, the PET was dried for 12 hours at 100 °C to avoid its hydrolytic degradation. PET/PP blend with different compositions were extruded with a Brabender co-rotating twin-screw extruder (PL 2000 of Brabender® GmbH & Co. KG, Duisburg, Germany). The diameter of the screw was 25 mm and the L/D (length/diameter) was 22. The screw configuration is shown in Figure 3.1. The temperature zones from hopper to die were set at 230, 270, 275, 275 °C, and the screw speed was 14 rpm. The residence time was estimated to be about 2 minutes. During extrusion of the PET/PP blend with 40 wt.% of PET, different extrusion screw speeds were adopted and different amounts of compatibilizer were incorporated. The compositions of the polymer blends and processing conditions are listed in Table 3.2. After leaving of the extruder (2 mm capillary die), the extrudate was immediately quenched in a water bath at 15 °C. After passing through the take-up device, the strand was heated in a hot water bath at 85 °C and then drawn by a stretching device (Figure 3.2). Necking of the extrudate took place in the water bath, resulting a dramatic decrease in the diameter of the extrudate. The draw ratio which is defined as the ratio between the cross section areas of the drawn strand and the die was always kept at 14.

Figure 3.1: Screw configuration of Brabender co-rotating twin-screw extruder.
Figure 3.2: Manufacturing chain of microfibrillar composites.

The drawn strand was dried and wound unidirectionally onto a metal plate for compression molding. The compression molding of the drawn strands was carried out at 200 °C for 20 minutes under a pressure of 3 MPa. The pressure was maintained until the plate cooled to room temperature. Each time, two sheets with a thickness of around 2 mm were obtained and the sheets were cut into strips along the strand alignment (unidirectional PET reinforcement) for mechanical testing.

Table 3.2: Material designation and composition of PET/PP MFC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Parts (weight ratio)</th>
<th>Screw speed (rpm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>30/70</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>40/60</td>
<td>20, 40, 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA</td>
<td>40/59/1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA</td>
<td>40/57/3</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA</td>
<td>40/54/6</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC

The PET and PP-g-MA were dried for 12 hours at 100 °C and 80 °C, respectively before processing. The TiO$_2$ nanoparticles (TiO$_2$-300nm and TiO$_2$-15nm) with different concentrations were firstly blended with the PP in a Berstorff co-rotating twin-screw extruder (ZE-25A UTX; KraussMaffei Berstorff GmbH, Hannover, Germany) at 200 °C. The diameter of the screw was 25 mm and the L/D was 44. The obtained PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite was subsequently blended with PET in
absence and presence of PP-g-MA in the Brabender twin-screw extruder (cf. section 3.2.1) as the second step extrusion process. The extrusion temperatures from hopper to die were 230, 270, 275, 275 °C and the screw speed was 40 rpm.

The extrudate was stretched by heating in hot water bath at 85 °C, the draw ratio was set for 10. The drawn strands were then pelletized into small pieces (3 mm in length) and injection molded into dog-bone specimens by an injection molding machine (Arburg 320S, ARBURG GmbH & Co KG, Lossburg, Germany). The temperatures of different zones were (from the hopper to the die): 175 °C, 190 °C, 190 °C, 195 °C, 200 °C. As injection speed 60 cm³/s was selected and the injection pressure was kept at around 600 bar. For comparison purpose, PET/PP MFC and PP were also prepared by injection molding. To subject the pure PP to the same mechanical history as that of the PP in the PET/PP/TiO₂ MFC, the PP was extruded twice before injection molding. The designation and composition of the injection molded PET/PP/TiO₂ and PET/PP MFC are given in Table 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Parts (volume ratio)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>25/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA</td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA</td>
<td>25/72/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T300</td>
<td>PET/PP/TiO₂-300nm</td>
<td>24.5/73.5/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/2T300</td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO₂-300nm</td>
<td>24.5/70.5/3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/4T300</td>
<td>PET/PP/TiO₂-300nm</td>
<td>24/72/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/4T300</td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO₂-300nm</td>
<td>24/69/3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T15</td>
<td>PET/PP/TiO₂-15nm</td>
<td>24.5/73.5/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/2T15</td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO₂-15nm</td>
<td>24.5/70.5/3/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 PET/PP/TiO₂ nanocomposites

PET and PP-g-MA were dried before processing. Detailed information is given in section 3.2.1. The PET/PP/TiO₂ (24.5/73.5/2 by volume) and PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO₂ (24.5/70.5/3/2) composites were prepared with the following four blending procedures.
**Blending Procedure 1:** the TiO$_2$ particles were blended with the PP in the Berstorff twin-screw extruder first (cf. section 3.2.2). The diameter of the screw was 25 mm and the L/D was 44. The obtained PP/TiO$_2$ composite was subsequently blended with PET in absence (or presence) of PP-g-MA in a Brabender twin-screw extruder (cf. section 3.2.1) as the second step extrusion (diameter of the screw was 25 mm and L/D was 22). The extrusion temperatures from hopper to die were 230, 270, 275, 275 °C and the screw speed was 40 rpm. It should be pointed out that the PET was extruded in the Berstorff extruder before blending with the PP/TiO$_2$ composite.

**Blending Procedure 2:** the PP, PET and TiO$_2$ (or PP, PET, PP-g-MA and TiO$_2$) were fed into the Berstorff extruder simultaneously. The obtained composite was granulated and then extruded in the Brabender extruder for the second time, whereby the same extrusion parameters, as given before were used. The purpose was to subject this composite to same thermo-mechanical history as the one prepared with Blending Procedure 1.

**Blending Procedure 3:** the TiO$_2$ particles were firstly blended with PET in the Berstorff extruder. The obtained PET/TiO$_2$ composite was subsequently extruded with the PP in absence (or presence) of PP-g-MA in the Brabender extruder.

**Blending Procedure 4:** the PET, PP and PP-g-MA were extruded with the Berstorff extruder as the first step extrusion. In the second step extrusion, the obtained PET/PP/PP-g-MA blend was blended with TiO$_2$ in the Brabender extruder.

All the four blending procedures were adopted to prepare the PET/PP/TiO$_2$-300nm nanocomposites, while only Blending Procedure 1 was adopted to prepare the PET/PP/TiO$_2$-15nm nanocomposites. For comparison purpose, PET/PP blends with and without PP-g-MA were also prepared under the same extrusion conditions. It should be underlined that the PP was firstly extruded with
the Berstorff extruder. This was reassured that PP experiences the same thermo-mechanical history as the PP in the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites.

After extrusion, the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ and PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$ composites were dried and injection molded into dog-bone specimens for tensile test. The molding temperatures of the Arburg injection molding machine from hopper to nozzle were 250, 275, 275, 275, 280 °C, and the screw speed was 450 rpm. The designations of the PET/PP/TiO$_2$-300nm and PET/PP/TiO$_2$-15nm nanocomposites are given in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, respectively. For the PET/PP/TiO$_2$-300nm nanocomposites, the components which were extruded in the first extrusion step are given within the brackets.

**Table 3.4:** Material composition and designation of PET/PP/TiO$_2$-300nm nanocomposites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blending Procedure</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Volume Ratio</th>
<th>Designation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PET/PP/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/73.5/2</td>
<td>(PP/T)/PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/70.5/3/2</td>
<td>(PP/T)/PET/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PET/PP/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/73.5/2</td>
<td>PP/PET/T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/70.5/3/2</td>
<td>PP/PET/MA/T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PET/PP/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/73.5/2</td>
<td>(PET/T)/PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/70.5/3/2</td>
<td>(PET/T)/PP/MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/70.5/3/2</td>
<td>(PET/PP/MA)/T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.5:** Material composition and designation of PET/PP/TiO$_2$-15nm nanocomposites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Parts (volume ratio)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>25/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA</td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA</td>
<td>25/72/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T</td>
<td>PET/PP/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/73.5/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/4T</td>
<td>PET/PP/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24/72/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/3MA/2T</td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/70.5/3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/6MA/2T</td>
<td>PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$</td>
<td>24.5/67.5/6/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Structural characterization

3.3.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The fracture surfaces of the extrudates (strands) and injection molded (or compression molded) MFC were inspected using a JSM-6300 scanning electron microscope of JEOL Ltd (Tokyo, Japan) operating at an accelerating voltage of 25 kV. For PET/PP/TiO$_2$ specimens a high resolution Supra™ 40VP (Carl Zeiss GmbH, Goettingen, Germany) SEM was used in order to show the dispersion of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles. For a better observation of fibrils, PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands and MFC specimens were etched by xylene at 120 °C for 10 hours to remove the PP fraction. All the specimens were sputtered with Pd/Pt alloy before SEM observation.

3.3.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The dispersion of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles in the nanocomposites were examined by a Zeiss LEO 912 Omega transmission electron microscope (Oberkochen, Germany) operated at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. Thin sections (about 50 nm) were cut at room temperature with a Diatome diamond knife (Hatfield, PA) using an Ultracut E microtome (Reichert and Jung, Vienna, Austria).

3.4 Rheology

Disks (25 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness) of the pure polymers and polymer nanocomposites were pressed at 275 °C. The rheology of the materials was assessed at 275 °C using an ARES parallel plate rheometer (Rheometric Scientific, NJ, USA) with a gap of 1mm. All the measurements were performed in frequency mode with a strain amplitude of 1%.
3.5 Thermal and thermo mechanical characterization

3.5.1 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Differential scanning calorimetry traces of drawn strands were obtained by using a Mettler Toledo (Giessen, Germany), DSC821 device. In the first heating run, the specimen was heated from room temperature to 200 °C and then cooled to 40 °C; in the second heating run, the specimen was reheated to 280 °C and kept at this temperature for 3 minutes, before cooling down to 40 °C. The heating and cooling rates were always kept at 20 °C/min.

For the PET/PP/TiO$_2$-300nm nanocomposites, the specimens were heated from room temperature to 280 °C. Kept at 280 °C for 3 minutes, the specimens were then cooled to 40 °C. The heating rate and the cooling rates were 20 °C/min and 10 °C/min, respectively. The percent of crystallinity was calculated by according to the following equation:

$$X_c = \frac{\Delta H_m}{\Delta H_m^0} \times 100\% \quad (3.1)$$

Where $\Delta H_m$ and $\Delta H_m^0$ are the measured melt enthalpy and the theoretical enthalpy of the crystalline polymer, respectively. The percent of crystallinity was calculated by using $\Delta H_m^0 = 209$ J/g for PP [24] and $\Delta H_m^0 = 140$ J/g for PET [25].

3.5.2 Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA)

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis of drawn strands was carried out using a DMA Q800 apparatus (TA Instrument, New Castle, USA). The storage modulus ($E'$) and mechanical damping factor ($\tan \delta$) of the drawn strands were measured as a function of temperature (from -50 °C to 150 °C). All measurements were conducted in tensile and strain control modes at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz with a heating rate of 3 °C/min. The strain was kept at 0.1 %. 
DMTA spectra of injection molded MFC were recorded in a Gabo EPLEXOR 100 N dynamic mechanical analyzer (GABO QUALIMETER Testanlagen GmbH, Ahlden, Germany) with a tensile mode. The $E'$ and $\tan \delta$ of the specimens were monitored as a function of temperature from -30 °C to 150 °C at a frequency of 10 Hz. The heating rate was 2 °C/min and the specimen dimensions were $10 \times 4 \times 50 \text{ mm}^3$ (width $\times$ thickness $\times$ length).

3.6 Mechanical characterization

3.6.1 Tensile test

The tensile properties of drawn strands were characterized using a Zwick 1474 universal testing machine (Ulm, Germany) with a test speed of 5 mm/min. Special clamps were used to avoid the breakage of drawn strands at the clamping parts.

Tensile tests on the MFC specimens were done on the above Zwick 1474 universal testing machine according to the DIN EN ISO 527. The tests were run at room temperature with a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. The strain range, required to determine the tensile modulus, was measured by an extensometer. All the data presented correspond to the average of five measurements.

3.6.2 Impact test

Charpy impact strength was determined on un-notched MFC specimens ($4 \times 10 \times 80 \text{ mm}^3$) according to the DIN EN ISO 179. For this measurement an instrumented impact tester (AFS-MK fractoscope of Ceast, Torino, Italy). The striker energy was 4 J. Measurements were run at room temperature on 7 specimens.
4 Results and Discussion

4.1 PET/PP MFC

4.1.1 Morphology

4.1.1.1 Morphology of extrudates

Figure 4.1 shows the phase evolution of the PET/PP blend with increasing concentration of the PET extruded at the screw speed of 40 revolutions per minute (rpm). At low concentration of PET (< 30 wt.%), the PET is the dispersed phase in the PP matrix (Figure 4.1a). With further increase of the concentration of PET (to 40 wt.%) two types of phase morphology are observed. In Figure 4.1b large PET domains appear in the extrudate, which indicates the coalescence of the dispersed PET droplets. In Figure 4.1c the so-called double emulsion morphology can be observed: the PET forms the continuous phase and divides the PP into separated large areas, within these areas numbers of small PET droplets are distributed. When the concentration of PET reaches 50 wt.%, a strengthened PET continuous phase and numbers of finely separated PP domains are observed in Figure 4.1d. Few PET droplets can also be resolved within the PP domains.
Figure 4.1: Phase morphology of PET/PP blend (fracture surfaces) with different compositions extruded at the screw speed of 40 rpm: (a) PET/PP (30/70), (b) and (c) PET/PP (40/60), (d) PET/PP (50/50).

The phase morphologies of the PET/PP blends extruded at different screw speeds are further verified by selectively removing of the PP phase. The morphology of the etched surfaces (by xylene) of the PET/PP extrudates is shown in Figure 4.2. For the PET/PP (30/70) extrudates, the PP matrix was removed and only the deformed PET droplets are observed (Figure 4.2a). As shown in Figure 4.2b-d, at higher PET concentrations (40 wt.% and 50 wt.%) the network of PET remains, and large cavities are left because of the removal of PP.
It is well known that during melt blending of immiscible polymers, the major component forms the continuous phase, while the minor component forms the dispersed phase. When the concentration of PET is 30 wt.%, it is the minor component, and forms dispersed phase in the PP matrix. However, at higher PET concentration, another effect should be taken into consideration in respect to the morphology development. According to the minimum energy dissipation principle, during melt blending of two immiscible polymers the more viscous component tends to form the dispersed phase, and the less viscous one tends to form the continuous phase. However, this principle is applicable only under the condition that the contents of the two polymers are comparable. Otherwise the
blend composition will overwrite the effect of viscosity [23, 31]. Melt viscosity versus shear rate curves are presented in Figure 4.3 for the neat PET and PP at 275 °C. Having much lower viscosity than the PP, the PET tends to form the continuous phase at high concentrations (40 wt.% and 50 wt.%).

**Figure 4.3:** Viscosity of PET and PP at 275 °C as a function of shear rate.

To investigate the influence of screw speed on the phase evolution, PET/PP (40/60 wt.%) were extruded at different screw speeds (20, 40 and 80 rpm). At the screw speed of 20 rpm, PET is the dispersed phase in the PP matrix as shown in Figure 4.4. However, higher screw speed leads to phase inversion: the PET remains the continuous phase when the screw speed is increased to 40 rpm, as shown in Figure 4.4b. Interestingly, extruded at the screw speed of 80 rpm, the PET/PP (40/60) extrudate shows a similar morphology (Figure 4.5) as that of the PET/PP (50/50) extruded at the screw speed of 40 rpm (Figure 4.1d).
The main mechanism governing the phase morphology development of immiscible polymer blends is believed to be the droplet breakup and coalescence [108, 109]. Generally, the increase of screw speed leads to a finer morphology, since high screw speed generates intensive shear stresses that facilitate an efficient droplet breakup [110]. However, Willis reported an increase of bromobutyl rubber droplet size in polystyrene matrix at a higher screw speed [111]. Luciani also observed first a decrease before any increment in the PA droplet size in ethylene-propylene rubber matrix with increasing shear rate [112]. In fact, high shear rate not just favors the droplet breakup, it also accelerates the droplet coalescence process [31]. During melt blending, at low concentration of
the dispersed phase the droplet breakup dominates over droplet coalescence, since droplet-droplet interaction is less likely to take place. Therefore a finer morphology is usually achieved at high screw speed. However, at higher concentration of the dispersed phase, also the coalescence of droplets should be taken into consideration. The double emulsion morphology in Figure 4.1c demonstrates the coalescence tendency of the PET droplets. Under the screw speed of 40 rpm, most of the PET droplets have collided and formed the continuous phase. However, some droplets still remain in the large PP domains. When the screw speed reaches 80 rpm, the coalescence of the PET droplets is completed, since the intensive shear brings more chance for the coalescence of the PET droplets. The PET continuous phase is strengthened by incorporating more droplets (Figure 4.5). It is obvious that at high screw speed the droplet coalescence dominates over droplet breakup, partially because high screw speed enhances the probability for the coalescence of PET droplets, and partially because the less viscous PET tends to form the continuous phase during melt blending.

Addition of compatibilizer into immiscible polymer blends is known to be able to reduce the interfacial tension and diminish the droplet coalescence. In the present study, different amounts of compatibilizer (PP-g-MA) were incorporated into the PET/PP (40/60) blend which is extruded at the screw speed of 80 rpm. With 1 wt.% of compatibilizer, although the PET is still the continuous phase (Figure 4.6a), the double emulsion morphology appears (Figure 4.6b), note that its onset was formed at low screw speed (40 rpm) also appears. This morphology indicates that 1 wt.% of compatibilizer is able to reduce the coalescence of the PET droplets. Further increase of the concentration of the compatibilizer to 3 wt.% suppresses the coalescence of PET droplets in the center region of the extrudate (Figure 4.6d). However, on the surface of the extrudate where the shear is more intensive, the double emulsion-type morphology along with the PET as continuous phase become observable (Figure 4.6c). For the PET/PP/PP-g-MA (40/54/6) blend as shown in Figure 4.6e, the PET becomes the dispersed
phase. This finding confirms that the coalescence of the PET droplets is completely suppressed by adding 6 wt.% of compatibilizer.

Figure 4.6: PET/PP blend with different amounts of compatibilizer extruded at the screw speed of 80 rpm: (a) and (b) PET/PP/PP-g-MA (40/59/1), (c) and (d) PET/PP/PP-g-MA (40/57/3), (e) PET/PP/PP-g-MA (40/54/6).
The effects of blend composition, screw speed and different amounts of compatibilizer on the phase evolution of the PET/PP blend can be summarized as schematically shown in Figure 4.7. Without compatibilizer, high screw speed (i.e. high shear rate) leads to a shift of matrix from the PP to PET; while under the screw speed of 80 rpm, increasing concentration of the compatibilizer results in an adverse effect, i.e. the role of the matrix is overtaking PP from PET.

Figure 4.7: Effects of blend composition, screw speed and different amounts of compatibilizer on the phase evolution of the PET/PP blend.

4.1.1.2 Morphology of drawn strands

During melt blending of PET/PP, generally three kinds of morphologies are observed (Figure 4.7): the PET droplets in the PP matrix, the double emulsion morphology, and the PP domains in the PET continuous phase. The PET/PP (30/70), PET/PP (40/60) and PET/PP (50/50) blends extruded at 40 rpm demonstrate the three types of morphology, respectively. Upon stretching, both PET and PP phases are deformed; however, the stretching of extrudate does not change its fundamental phase structure. Therefore three different phase
structures can also be resolved in the drawn strands. Blends with the above mentioned three morphologies which are very representative, were stretched into drawn strands and their morphology inspected after etching the PP by hot xylene. The resulted morphologies are shown in Figure 4.8. After stretching, the dispersed PET droplets in the PET/PP (30/70) extrudate deform into long fibrils (Figure 4.8a). The PET/PP (40/60) extrudates possessed the double emulsion morphology. Therefore in their drawn strands cavities are observed as a result of the PP removal whereby the PET framework remians (Figure 4.8b). A few fibrils are noticed in some of the large cavities, and these fibrils are believed to be originated from uncollided PET droplets in the PP domains. The PET/PP (50/50) extrudate exhibits the “PP domains in PET matrix” morphology. When compared with Figure 4.1d the PP domains in PET/PP (50/50) are much smaller than those in the PET/PP (40/60) extrudate. This means some “strengthening” of the framework. Therefore in the PET/PP (50/50) drawn strands the size of the cavities is much smaller than those in the PET/PP (40/60) drawn strands, and the alignment of the PET framework becomes also thicker (Figure 4.8c).

**Figure 4.8:** Morphology of PET/PP drawn strands (made from stretching the corresponding blends extruded at 40 rpm) after remove of PP: (a) PET/PP (30/70), (b) PET/PP (40/60) and (c) PET/PP (50/50).

The structures of drawn strands, shown in Figure 4.8b and c are, the undesired structures for preparing MFC, since the PET becomes the matrix instead of reinforcing fibrils. In order to obtain PET fibrils in drawn strand, the PET phase should be dispersed in the extrudate. The phase structure of PET droplets in PP
matrix can be obtained at low PET concentration (< 30 wt.%). When the concentration of PET reaches 40 wt.% (as shown in Figure 4.7) a low screw speed should be adopted or a suitable amount of compatibilizer should be incorporated at high screw speed in order to ensure the development of the “MFC-favored” initial morphology.

4.1.1.3 Morphology of compression molded MFC

The SEM images of the fracture surfaces of PET/PP (30/70) and PET/PP/PP-g-MA (40/54/6) MFC are shown in Figure 4.9. As seen in the images, after compression molding the PET fibrils are well preserved and act as desired reinforcement for the PP matrix.

![Figure 4.9: Fracture surfaces of (a) PET/PP (30/70) and (b) PET/PP/PP-g-MA (40/54/6) MFC.](image)

4.1.2 DSC analysis of the extrudates

The compatibilization effect of PP-g-MA on the PET/PP blend is further verified by the DSC analysis of the extrudates. The crystallization exotherms of the uncompatibilized and compatibilized PET/PP extrudates are shown in Figure 4.10. Two peaks are observed for the PET/PP (40/60) extrudates: with the intensive peak appearing at around 115 °C representing the crystallization of the PP, while
the small peak at around 190 °C reflects the crystallization of PET. The intensity of the crystallization peak of PET decreases upon the addition of PP-g-MA, which suggests a suppressed crystallinity of the PET. Upon addition of PP-g-MA, the in-situ generated PP-g-PET copolymer, which locates in the PET phase may act as a polymeric diluent to retard the crystallization of the PET. The consequence is a reduced heat of crystallization of the PET [113], as displayed by the DSC traces.

![DSC traces of uncompatibilized and compatibilized PET/PP blends.](image)

**Figure 4.10**: DSC traces of uncompatibilized and compatibilized PET/PP blends.

### 4.1.3 Tensile properties of compression molded MFC

Three types of drawn strands, PET/PP (30/70) extruded at the screw speed of 40 rpm, PET/PP (40/60) extruded at 20 rpm and PET/PP/PP-g-MA (40/54/6) extruded at 80 rpm, which possess the structure of “PET fibrils in PP matrix” were used to prepare MFC. The tensile properties of the compression molded MFC, are shown in Figure 4.11. For comparison purpose, the tensile properties of neat PP and PET are also presented. Because of the reinforcement effect of the uniaxially oriented PET fibrils, a great improvement in tensile properties of the PET/PP MFC is achieved compared with the neat polymers. Both tensile strength and modulus show a noticeable increase at a higher PET concentration, which is
attributed to the increasing amount of the PET fibrils. However, incorporation of compatibilizer does not further improve the tensile properties.

**Figure 4.11**: Tensile properties of compression molded PET/PP MFC.
4.2 PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC

4.2.1 Morphology

4.2.1.1 Morphology of the extrudates

Figure 4.12 shows the fracture surfaces of the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ extrudates. For comparison purpose, the SEM images of PET/PP and PET/PP/MA blend were also presented. The matrix is PP and the dispersed phase is PET. In the PET/PP/2T300 extrudate, the TiO$_2$-300nm particles are dispersed only in the cylindrical PET phase (Figure 4.12c). Interestingly, as can be seen from Figure 4.12d, in the compatibilized extrudate (PET/PP/MA/2T300), the TiO$_2$-300nm particles are only found in the PP matrix. When TiO$_2$-15nm nanoparticles are incorporated into the blend, without compatibilizer, all the nanoparticles migrate into PET phase in the extrudate (Figure 4.12e). With compatibilizer, however, the nanoparticles are found in the PET dispersed phase, in the PP matrix, as well as at the interface (Figure 4.12f).
Figure 4.12: SEM images of PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ extrudates: (a) PET/PP, (b) PET/PP/MA, (c) PET/PP/2T300, (d) PET/PP/MA/2T300, (e) PET/PP/2T15, (f) PET/PP/MA/2T15.
4.2.1.2 Morphology of drawn strands

As is well known, during cold drawing of the immiscible PET/PP blends both phases transform into fibrils [2, 46, 47, 114, 115-118]. In order to obtain more information of the size and aspect ratio of the PET fibrils in the drawn strands, the PP phase was removed by hot xylene. Figure 4.13a shows microphotograph taken from the PET fibrils. The diameter of the fibrils is in range of 0.5-1.5 µm and they exhibit a high aspect ratio. However, for the PET/PP/MA drawn strand, some short needle-like PET formations are also resolved besides the long fibrils (Figure 4.13b). Figure 4.13c and Figure 4.13d show the PET fibrils in the PET/PP/2T300 and PET/PP/MA/2T300 drawn strands, respectively. The observation confirms that the TiO$_2$-300nm particles have a preferential location in one polymer phase as already noticed in the extrudates (Figure 4.12). In the PET/PP/2T300 drawn strand, it is clearly seen that the TiO$_2$-300nm particles are in the PET phase. While in the PET/PP/MA/2T300 one, the particles are preferentially located in PP and thus partially removed by hot xylene. Therefore only those TiO$_2$ particles which are located at the PET/PP interface can be seen. Similarly, for the etched PET/PP/MA/2T15 drawn strand the PET fibrils are covered with small agglomerates of the TiO$_2$-15nm nanoparticles (Figure 4.13f). By contrast for the etched strands composed of PET/PP/2T15, no TiO$_2$ agglomerates can be recognized on the surface of the residual fibrils (Figure 4.13e).
Figure 4.13: SEM images of the PET fibrils in drawn strands, note: PP was removed by hot xylene: (a) PET/PP, (b) PET/PP/MA, (c) PET/PP/2T300, (d) PET/PP/MA/2T300, (e) PET/PP/2T15, (f) PET/PP/MA/2T15.

As shown in Figure 4.14, in the PET/PP/T drawn strand all the PET fibrils are of high aspect ratio, only few needle-like PET formations of low aspect ratio can be observed. The diameters of the PET fibrils are in range of 0.5 µm to 2 µm. In the PET/PP/MA/T drawn strand as it is seen in Figure 4.14c, the diameter distribution of the PET fibrils is quite uniform (0.4-1 µm). Beside some short, needle-like PET domains are also present.
Figure 4.14: SEM images of PET microfibrils in the drawn strands, PP was removed by hot xylene: (a) and (b) PET/PP/2T300, (c) PET/PP/MA/2T300.

Drawing of the extrudate is the most critical step to generate PET fibrils with large aspect ratio. In the hot water bath where water temperature was kept at 85 °C, the extrudate underwent necking upon drawing and it become highly elongated. Consequently, the dispersed PET droplets in the extrudate were transformed either into fibrils or into short needle-like domains. To explain the morphological difference of the PET fibrils in the PET/PP/2T300 and PET/PP/MA/2T300 drawn strands, two factors should be taken into consideration: the original PET droplet size in the extrudate and the coalescence of the PET droplets during stretching. Upon stretching large PET droplets deform into large microfibrils with high aspect ratio; while small droplets result in microfibrils with small diameter and low aspect ratio. Fakirov [51] reported that during stretching the PP/PET blend, breakdown of PET fibrils is excluded because of the very high viscosity and the moderate flow conditions during the
cold drawing. However, during stretching the PET/PP blend, long PET microfibrils can be created due to the end-to-end coalescence of the contacting elongated particles; while the PET/PP/MA drawn strand shows much shorter PET microfibrils because the PP-g-MA which presents on the PET droplets surface inhibits the coalescence process. In the present study, as discussed before in the PET/PP/MA/2T300 the PP-g-MA does not act as the compatibilizer for the PET and PP, instead it interacts with the TiO$_2$. Consequently there is no compatibilizer coating on the PET droplets. Therefore it is believed that during stretching the coalescence of the elongated PET droplets takes place both in the PET/PP/2T300 and PET/PP/MA/2T300.

However, the different morphologies of the PET microfibrils in the PET/PP/T and PET/PP/C/T drawn strands indicate that although the PET microfibril size is influenced by the coalescence of the PET droplet during stretching, the original size of the PET droplets is the key factor that controls the size of the PET microfibrils.

Figure 4.15 shows the dispersion of PET droplets in the PET/PP/2T300 and PET/PP/MA/T extrudates. The TiO$_2$ particles can not be discerned due to the low magnification. The number average diameter and the size distribution of dispersed droplets in the extrudates were determined by analyzing the SEM images. In the PET/PP/2T300 extrudate numbers of large PET/TiO$_2$ droplets with a number average diameter of about 4.4 µm are distributed (Figure 4.15a). For the PET/PP/MA/2T300 extrudate (Figure 4.15b), the number average diameter of the dispersed PET droplets is 2.8 µm. Figure 4.15a’ and b’ present the size distribution of PET droplets in the PET/PP/T and PET/PP/MA/2T300 extrudates, respectively. It is seen from the two images that the size distribution of PET droplets in the PET/PP/MA/2T300 extrudate is more uniform than that in the PET/PP/T extrudate, and the distribution shifts to the smaller diameter range.
Assuming the PET droplets in the extrudate are essentially spherical, the aspect ratio of PET fibrils in the drawn strand can be calculated by the following equation:

$$\frac{L}{D_f} = \frac{2}{3} \left( \frac{D_n}{D_f} \right)^3,$$

where $L$ and $D_f$ are the length and diameter of a fibril in the drawn strand, $D_n$ is the diameter of a droplet in the extrudate. According to this equation, with a fixed $D_f$, a large $D_n$ leads to a large aspect ratio of the fibril, and a small $D_n$ results in a low aspect ratio. The PET droplet with a diameter of 2 µm in the extrudate is only able to deform into a short needle-like formation instead of a fibril. That is because the maximum aspect ratio of this deformed droplet can reach is only 10
(assuming the diameter of the deformed PET is 0.8 µm). In the PET/PP/MA/2T300 extrudate, the content of PET droplets with the diameter less than 2 µm is as high as 37% (Figure 4.15b’), consequently numerous short needle-like PET formations appear in the drawn strand. In the case of the PET/PP/T extrudate, the content of PET droplets with the diameter below 2 µm is only 17% (Figure 4.15a’). Therefore few short needle-like PET formations are observed in the drawn strand. In the PET/PP/T extrudates, although the diameter of most PET droplets is less than 8 µm, some droplets exist in large diameter range (from 8 µm to 18 µm). The PET fibrils with large diameter in the PET/PP/T drawn strand (Figure 4.14b) are believed to be either originated from those large droplets.

4.2.1.3 Morphology of injection molded MFC

Figure 4.16 shows the morphology of PET fibrils in the MFC specimens after extraction of the PP matrix. It is seen from Figure 4.16a-d that the PET fibrils are much shorter and thicker compared with the fibrils in drawn strands. Some fibrils almost retract back to their original spherical shape. In the injection molded MFC, the PET fibrils are no more unidirectionally aligned but highly curved (bent). During injection molding of the pelletized drawn strands, the processing temperature was 200 °C which is much higher than the T_g of PET. On the one hand, the PET fibrils tend to retract due to the high temperature; on the other hand, the PET fibrils may coalescence to some extent [54]. In addition, setting the screw rotation speed for 450 rpm during injection molding, the extensive shear stress inside the barrel may also break the fibrils. Consequently the PET fibrils in the MFC demonstrate larger diameters and much lower aspect ratios.
Figure 4.16: SEM images of PET fibrils in injection molded specimens (PP was removed by xylene): (a) PET/PP/2T300 MFC, (b) PET/PP/MA/2T300 MFC, (c) PET/PP/2T15 MFC, (d) PET/PP/MA/2T15 MFC, (e) high magnification image of the selected area in (c), (f) high magnification image of the selected area in (d).

After injection molding, the preferential location of TiO$_2$ is still preserved as shown in Figure 4.16. In the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC, the TiO$_2$-
300nm particles are found in the curved PET fibrils (Figure 4.16a); while in the compatibilized MFC the PET fibrils are quite “clean” and translucent, the TiO$_2$-300nm particles are located on the surface of PET fibrils (Figure 4.16b). High magnification SEM image (Figure 4.16e) show that in the PET/PP/2T15 MFC the PET fibrils contains lots of TiO$_2$-15nm. In the PET/PP/MA/2T MFC small agglomerates of TiO$_2$-15nm particles are noticed on the surface of PET fibrils (Figure 4.16f). These agglomerates TiO$_2$-15nm particles are believed to be from the PP matrix and remained on the PET fibrils’ surface after the PP extraction.

### 4.2.2 Thermal and thermo mechanical properties

#### 4.2.2.1 Crystallization behavior of drawn strands

The crystallization temperatures ($T_c$) and degree of crystallinities ($X_{cr}$) of the PP and PET in drawn strands are presented in Table 4.1. For comparison, neat PP and PP/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-2 vol.% drawn strands were also subjected to DSC characterization. During the first cooling run (the PET fibrils are kept), the crystallization temperature of the PP in the PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands is about 10 °C higher than that of the neat PP. The heterogeneous nucleation effect of the PET fibrils on the PP matrix is believed to be responsible for this elevation of $T_c$. The preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles does not contribute to a further increase of the $T_c$ of the PP matrix.
Table 4.1: Crystallization temperature ($T_c$) and crystallinity ($X_{cr}$) of PP and PET in drawn strands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>First cooling run</th>
<th>Second cooling run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_c$ of PP (°C)</td>
<td>$X_{cr}$ of PP (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neat PP</td>
<td>111.0</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>121.0</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA</td>
<td>121.5</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T300</td>
<td>121.5</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/2T300</td>
<td>121.6</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/4T300</td>
<td>121.7</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/4T300</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T15</td>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/2T15</td>
<td>122.3</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incorporation of the TiO$_2$ particles into PET/PP moderately decreases the crystallinity of the PP irrespective of their preferential locations (in the PP phase or in the PET phase). The similar decrease in the crystallinity of PP was also observed for the PP/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-2 vol.% drawn strand. Numerous researchers have reported similar observations: the crystallinity of polymer matrix decreased upon addition of nanofillers [119-121]. In the compatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands the TiO$_2$ particles are preferentially located in the PP matrix. The presence of the high concentration of TiO$_2$ particles prevents the development of large crystalline domains due to the restrictions imposed on polymer chains. This leads to smaller crystallite structures and more defect in crystalline lamella. Accordingly, the crystallinity of PP is decreased [121, 122]. In the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands, the TiO$_2$ particles are preferentially located in the PET. However, the crystallinity of PP is also decreased for the author can not give a simple explanation.

In the second cooling run, the crystallization peak of the PET disappeared upon addition of compatibilizer. Similar result was also found by Bae for PET/polypropylene grafted 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate-isophorone diisocyanate (PP-g-HI) blend [113]. However, for the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn
strands where the TiO$_2$ particles are in the PET phase, the $T_c$ and crystallinity of the PET are enhanced. Compared with PP, PET is of low crystallization ability. It is supposed that in the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands the TiO$_2$ particles serve as nucleation sites for the PET and elevate the crystallization temperature.

### 4.2.2.2 Thermal mechanical properties of drawn strands

Generally, incorporation of nanofillers into single-phase polymer or polymer blend increases the modulus of the composites [123, 124]. In our study, neat PP and PP/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-2 vol.% drawn strands with the same draw ratio (draw ratio 10) were prepared and the corresponding DMTA results are presented in Figure 4.17. The storage modulus ($E'$) of the PP drawn strand shows a dramatic increase compared with bulk PP (generally the modulus of bulk PP at room temperature is less than 1800 MPa), which is attributed to the orientation of the molecular chains and the development of a supermolecular (semicrystalline) structure upon stretching. It is seen from Figure 17b that the tan $\delta$ versus temperature curves for the PP drawn strands show two relaxation transitions at 5 °C and 75 °C, respectively. They are assigned to the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ relaxation transitions, respectively. The relaxation at 5 °C corresponds to the glass/rubber transition of the amorphous region ($T_g$), and the second relaxation transition at 75 °C is attributed to the relaxation of polymer chains included in the crystallites and may involve lamellar slippage as well [125].

Incorporation of the TiO$_2$-300nm particles further increases the $E'$ of the PP drawn strand in the temperature range studied. It can be seen from Figure 4.17b that with TiO$_2$-300nm particles the $T_g$ of PP shifts to a higher temperature. The elevation of $T_g$ can be related to the reduction in mobility of the PP macromolecular chains in the vicinity of the fillers, which indicates a good filler-matrix interaction [126].
Figure 4.17: DMTA spectra of neat PP and PP/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-2 vol.% drawn strands (draw ratio was 10): (a) storage modulus vs temperature, (b) tan δ vs temperature.

In case of the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands both the PET and PP phases are oriented, therefore the interface between the two phases becomes very critical for the mechanical properties. The DMTA results of the drawn strands are presented in Figure 4.18a in form of $E'$ vs. T traces. The PET/PP drawn strand shows the highest modulus. This can be assigned to the reinforcement effect of PET fibrils and to the fairly good interfacial adhesion between the reinforcement and matrix. Incorporation of TiO$_2$ decreases the $E'$ for all drawn strands and the $E'$ drops even more with increasing concentration of TiO$_2$. The decrease of $E'$ by incorporating the TiO$_2$ particles is supposed to be mainly related to the decrease of matrix-fibril interfacial adhesion, and to the formation of defects at the interface. As a result, the stress transfer from the matrix to the fibrils less effective which is well resolved in the related $E'$ vs. T traces. This is associated with some reduction of $E'$. 
Figure 4.18: DMTA spectra of PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO₂ drawn strands: (a) storage modulus vs temperature, (b) tan δ vs temperature.

Figure 4.19a presents the morphology of the PET/PP/2T300 drawn strand. After stretching some TiO₂-300nm particles protrude out of the PET fibril, leaving pits on the interface. Therefore, the interface of the PET fibrils and the PP matrix is damaged, interfacial defects appear. Some TiO₂ particles even lose their adhesion to the PET, which creates large voids in the PET fibrils (indicated by arrows). Figure 4.19b shows that in the PET/PP/MA/2T300 extrudate, the thickness of the PP/TiO₂ phase between the neighboring elongated PET droplets is quite small (indicated by arrows), and in some parts it is less than 800 nm. In the drawn strand this thickness decreases dramatically. Finally a thin film forms which is not able to encapsulate the TiO₂-300nm particles (Figure 4.19c). Therefore these TiO₂ particles generate defects at the interface and result in the drop of the E'. To better illustrate the formation of the PP thin film and the voids at the interface, a schematic graph is presented in Figure 4.20.
Figure 4.19: SEM images of the drawn strands and slightly drawn extrudates: (a) PET/PP/2T300 drawn strand, (b) PET/PP/MA/2T300 slightly drawn extrudate, (c) PET/PP/MA/2T300 drawn strand, (d) PET/PP/2T15 drawn strand, (e) PET/PP/2T15 drawn strand at low magnification.
For the PET/PP/2T15 and PET/PP/MA/2T15 drawn strands in which the TiO$_2$-15nm nanoparticles are always in the PET fibrils, the situation is even more complicated. Firstly, the PET fibrils are somehow damaged by the agglomerates of TiO$_2$-15nm nanoparticles as shown in Figure 4.19d. Secondly, visible voids appear in the drawn strands (see Figure 4.19e). Both structures result in the decrease of $E'$ (Figure 4.18a).

In general, the incorporated TiO$_2$ particles reduce the fibrillation ability of PET phase, resulting in a damaged fibril structure, which further affects the property enhancement of the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strand.

It is interesting to notice that the uncompatibilized drawn strands always exhibit higher modulus than the compatibilized ones irrespective of the presence of the TiO$_2$ particles. In the compatibilized drawn strands, as seen in Figure 4.14c, more short needle-like PET formations appear, therefore the fibrillar reinforcement is less effective. Besides, the elastomeric nature of the compatibilizer (PP-g-MA) may also decrease the $E'$ of the drawn strands [127].

Figure 4.18b shows the tan $\delta$ vs temperature curves for the drawn strands. As discussed earlier in this section, the $\beta$ relaxation transitions of PP appear at about 75 °C. It is known that the PET also exhibits $\alpha$ relaxation transitions at around 80 °C. In Figure 4.18b, it is believed that the dominant peak, which
appears at around 100 °C, is associated to the glass transition temperature of the PET as well as the β relaxation transitions of PP [128]. The small shoulder which locates in the vicinity of 10 °C is believed to be the β transition of the PP.

The $T_g$ of the PET component in the compatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands is noticeably lower than that of the PET in the uncompatibilized ones. On the one hand, for the compatibilized drawn strands, the compatibility between the PET and the PP is improved upon addition of compatibilizer, therefore the $T_g$ of PET shifts towards that of the PP. On the other hand, in the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands, the TiO$_2$ particles are located in the PET fibrils and the interaction between TiO$_2$ particles and the PET may result in the shifts of the $T_g$ towards a higher temperature. Both the two factors account for the noticeable difference of the $T_g$ for the PET phase in the compatibilized and uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands.

The dominate damping peak of the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands exhibits an increase magnitude compared with the PET/PP drawn strands, which also indicates the poor interfacial adhesion between the microfibrils and the matrix. In a composite system, damping is affected through the incorporation of fibers. The composite with poor interfacial bonding between fibers and matrix tends to dissipate more energy, thus resulting in an increase magnitude of damping peak [129].

**4.2.2.3 Thermo mechanical properties of MFC**

Dynamic mechanical spectra (storage modulus $E'$ and tan δ) as a function of temperature for the PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC are graphically represented in Figure 4.21. As shown in Figure 4.21a the storage modulus of MFC drops gradually in the whole temperature range. The storage moduli of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC are very close to one another, these values are noticeably higher than that of the PET/PP MFC. This result seems to be contradictory to our earlier DMTA analysis of the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands: incorporation of TiO$_2$ particles
decreases the $E'$ for all the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands, and the $E'$ drops even more with increasing concentration of TiO$_2$ particles. Note in the drawn strands both PET and PP phases are well oriented, the decrease in $E'$ for the drawn strands is attributed to the damaged interface (by the TiO$_2$ particles), which results in poor stress transfer between the fibrils and matrix [130]. For the MFC, after injection molding the PP phase loses its orientation and forms the continuous phase. As demonstrated in Figure 4.22b showing the fracture surface of PET/PP/MA/2T300 MFC, the PET fibrils become much shorter and thicker, and some fibril bundles are also noticed. Accordingly, the interfacial area between the PET fibrils and PP matrix is greatly decreased. Compared with the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ drawn strands, the TiO$_2$ particles in both PET fibrils and PP matrix are less prone to protrude out in the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC, less interfacial defects are expected. For the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC the rigid TiO$_2$ particles contribute to the enhancement of storage modulus. Obviously, this positive effect of TiO$_2$ particles on the storage modulus surpasses the influence of the defects (caused by the TiO$_2$ particles) at the interface which decreases the storage modulus.

**Figure 4.21**: Thermal dynamic curves of the PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC: (a) storage modulus vs temperature, (b) tan $\delta$ vs temperature.
In the tan $\delta$ vs temperature graph, two relaxation peaks are observed at around 6 $^\circ$C and 103 $^\circ$C, which correspond to the glass transition temperatures ($T_g$) of PP and PET, respectively [129, 131]. The temperature maximum of the relaxation peaks of PP and PET is given in Table 4.2. It is interesting to notice that for the PET/PP/2T300 and PET/PP/4T300 MFC, the maximum of PP relaxation peak appears at the same position as that for the PET/PP MFC (at around 6 $^\circ$C); while for the PET/PP/MA/2T300 and PET/PP/MA/4T300 MFC, the maximum of PP relaxation peak shifts to a higher temperature (at around 9 $^\circ$C). However, the temperature maximum of PET relaxation peak in the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC shows the opposite result. The PET relaxation peak in the compatibilized MFC (PET/PP/MA/2T300 and PET/PP/MA/4T300) reaches its maximum at around 103 $^\circ$C which is also the temperature maximum of PET relaxation peak for PET/PP MFC. For the PET/PP/2T300 MFC (the uncompatibilized MFC) the tan $\delta$ maximum of PET appears at 105.1 $^\circ$C which is 2 $^\circ$C higher than that of the PET in the PET/PP MFC. However, for the PET/PP/4T300 MFC the tan $\delta$ maximum is at around 97 $^\circ$C which is surprisingly lower compared with other PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC.
Table 4.2: Glass transition temperatures ($T_g$) of PP and PET in PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$T_g$ of PP (°C)</th>
<th>$T_g$ of PET (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>103.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T300</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>105.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/2T300</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>102.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/4T300</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/4T300</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>103.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T15</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>105.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/2T15</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>105.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variation of $T_g$ for both PP and PET can be attributed to the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles. For the compatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC (PET/PP/MA/2T300 and PET/PP/MA/4T300) where the TiO$_2$-300nm particles are preferentially located in the PP matrix, these rigid TiO$_2$ particles restrict the mobility of the PP chains, thus resulting in the increase of $T_g$ for PP [75]. Similarly, for the PET/PP/2T300 MFC, the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles in the PET fibril also leads to an increase of $T_g$ for PET. The noticeable drop of $T_g$ for PET in the PET/PP/4T300 MFC is not unusual. Calcagno investigated the PP/PET/montmorillonite (MMT) nanocomposites in which the MMT clays were preferentially situated in the PET phase and in PP/PET interface. The cited author reported that addition of MMT into the blends results in a decrease in $T_g$ of the PET dispersed phase [132]. Similar result was also reported by Feng who observed a decrease in $T_g$ of PA6 in the PP/PA6/MMT composites [133]. Both authors associated this behavior to the presence of the MMT predominantly situated in the PET (or PA6) phase and in the interface that affected the chain mobility. In the present study, as discussed before the TiO$_2$ particles are more prone to protrude out of the PET fibrils at high TiO$_2$ loading (4 vol.%), resulting increased interactions between PP and PET. Consequently the $T_g$ of PET in the PET/PP/4T300 MFC shifts to lower temperature.

For the PET/PP/2T15 and PET/PP/MA/2T15 MFC the $T_g$ of PP and PET is not influenced by preferential location of TiO$_2$-15nm particles. The tan δ peak of PP for both specimens appears at around 7 °C, the maximum of PET relaxation
peak is at around 105 °C. In both MFC, the TiO$_2$-15nm particles are always found in the PET fibrils despite of the difference in concentrations, which contributes to the elevation of T$_g$ for PET.

4.2.3 Mechanical Properties of MFC

Tensile properties and impact strength of the injection molded PET/PP/TiO$_2$ and PET/PP MFC are given in Table 4.3. The tensile strength of PET/PP MFC is slightly higher than that of the pure PP. Incorporation of TiO$_2$ particles results in a decrease in the tensile strength of MFC. The PET fibrils are expected to be the reinforcement in the MFC. However, the experimental result indicates that the reinforcement effect of PET fibrils is not pronounced, which can be explained from the following three aspects. Firstly, in the injection molded MFC specimens the PET fibrils lose their orientation, and become quite randomly distributed in the PP matrix. Secondly, the low injection molding temperature (200 °C) results in poor interfacial adhesion between PET fibrils and PP matrix. Thirdly, as shown in Figure 4.13a-d, the PET fibrils become much shorter and thicker after injection molding, resulting in a less effective reinforcement effect.

Table 4.3: Tensile properties and impact strength of PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Impact Strength (kJ/m$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neat PP</td>
<td>29.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>1521.0 ± 58.3</td>
<td>11.1 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>30.1 ± 1.7</td>
<td>1995.4 ± 73.0</td>
<td>19.0 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA</td>
<td>31.2 ± 2.0</td>
<td>2190.0 ± 80.5</td>
<td>24.5 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T300</td>
<td>26.3 ± 2.6</td>
<td>2382.5 ± 97.3</td>
<td>5.6 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/2T300</td>
<td>29.6 ± 1.6</td>
<td>2311.4 ± 63.8</td>
<td>16.3 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/4T300</td>
<td>27.0 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2462.6 ± 71.6</td>
<td>4.0 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/4T300</td>
<td>30.3 ± 2.0</td>
<td>2318.0 ± 86.9</td>
<td>9.6 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T15</td>
<td>28.9 ± 2.0</td>
<td>2488.4 ± 100.4</td>
<td>13.2 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/2T15</td>
<td>30.0 ± 1.7</td>
<td>2406.0 ± 50.6</td>
<td>18.6 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is interesting to notice that the compatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC usually exhibit higher tensile strength compared with the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC.
As seen in Figure 4.22a, the residual PET fibrils are “damaged” by the TiO$_2$-300nm particles; while in the PET/PP/MA/2T300 MFC the PET fibrils are well preserved (Figure 4.22b). Therefore in the PET/PP/2T300 MFC, the reinforcement effect of the PET/TiO$_2$-300nm fibrils becomes less effective in comparison to the PET fibrils in the PET/PP/MA/2T300 MFC. In addition, for the PET/PP/MA/2T300 MFC, the interfacial adhesion between the PET fibrils and PP matrix is improved by incorporating compatibilizer, which also promotes the stress transfer from the matrix to the fibril reinforcement and leads to an increase in tensile strength [134].

The tensile modulus of PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC is dramatically improved compared with the pure PP. The PET fibrils which are much stiffer and tougher than the PP contribute to this modulus improved [63]. The incorporation of TiO$_2$ particles further increases the modulus of MFC irrespective of their preferential location. Comparing the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC with different TiO$_2$ loadings (2 vol.% and 4 vol.%), one can notice that the tensile properties of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC are not much influenced by the concentration of the TiO$_2$ particles.

The impact strength of PET/PP MFC is higher than that of the pure PP. Li [135] also observed an increase in the essential work of fracture of PET/PE MFC compared with pure PE. However, other researchers reported that the impact strength of PET/PP MFC is lower than pure PP, which is opposite to our finding [54, 55]. In the PET/PP MFC, the tough PET fibrils enhance the impact strength despite of the poor interfacial adhesion between the PET fibrils and PP.

The addition of TiO$_2$ particles decreases the impact strength of the MFC, the impact strength decreases more with increasing loading of TiO$_2$. Similar findings were also reported by other researchers who incorporated nanofillers into polymer blends [97, 136, 137]. In the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC, irrespective of their preferential location the rigid TiO$_2$ particles act as weak points or stress concentrations. The stress can not be effectively transferred between the fibrils.
and matrix when the specimens suffer from sudden impact energy, and the impact strength drops accordingly [75, 136]. Similar to the tensile strength results, the impact strength of the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC is much lower compared with the compatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC. In a composite material, effective energy dissipation is influenced heavily by the interfacial bonding between the matrix and dispersed phase [138]. In the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC, the TiO$_2$ particles are exclusively located in the PET fibrils. As noticed in Figure 4.22a, the protruding TiO$_2$ particles severely damage the PET/PP interface, thus resulting in debonding between the fibrils and matrix. Consequently, the crack easily initiates and propagates through the polymer/fiber interface under impact load, which results in a sharp decrease in impact strength [139, 140]. In addition, the damaged PET fibrils also contribute to the droplet of the impact strength. At higher loading of TiO$_2$ particles (4 vol.%) the damage of interface and PET fibrils is more severe, a further decrease in impact strength is thereby observed for the PET/PP/4T300 MFC. In the compatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC the TiO$_2$ particles are dispersed in the PP matrix, the PET fibrils are well preserved. The PET fibril/PP matrix interface is less likely to be damaged since the TiO$_2$ particles are less prone to protrude out of the isotropic PP. Therefore higher impact strength of the compatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC is observed in comparison to the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC.
4.3 PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites

4.3.1 PET/PP/TiO$_2$-300nm composite

4.3.1.1 Dispersion of TiO$_2$ particles

Figure 4.23a-d show the dispersion of TiO$_2$ in the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ and PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$ composites prepared with Blending Procedures 1 and 2. Interestingly, for both blending procedures, without PP-g-MA the TiO$_2$ particles are exclusively located in the PET dispersed phase (Figure 4.23a and c), and in the PP matrix if PP-g-MA is incorporated (Figure 4.23b and d). For Blending Procedure 1 this is not difficult to understand since the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ (or PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$) composite is made by melt blending of the precompounded PP/TiO$_2$ composite with PET (or PET together with PP-g-MA) via a second step extrusion procedure. During Blending Procedure 2, although all the components were fed simultaneously into the hopper, the PP incorporates the TiO$_2$ as it melts prior to the PET. Therefore blending procedure 1 and 2 are essentially the same. Based on this analysis it is believed that in both blending procedures (i.e. 1 and 2) the TiO$_2$ particles migrate from the PP to the PET phase during extrusion in absence of PP-g-MA. In the composites containing PP-g-MA, the migration of TiO$_2$ does not take place, and all the TiO$_2$ particles stay in the PP. Therefore it is reasonable to infer that the presence of PP-g-MA influences the preferential location of TiO$_2$.

For (PET/T)/PP and (PET/T)/PP/MA, which are prepared with Blending Procedure 3, the TiO$_2$ particles are dispersed in the PET phase as displayed in Figure 4.23e and f. The presence of PP-g-MA does not influence the location of TiO$_2$. Figure 4.23g shows the dispersion of TiO$_2$ in the (PET/PP/MA)/T which was prepared with Blending Procedure 4. It is interesting to notice that the PET droplets are covered with a layer enriched in TiO$_2$ particles.
Figure 4.23: Dispersion of TiO$_2$ in PET/PP/TiO$_2$ and PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$ composites prepared with different blending procedures: (a) (PP/T)/PET and (b) (PP/T)/PET/MA prepared with Blending Procedure 1, (c) PP/PET/T and (d)
PP/PET/MA/T prepared with Blending Procedure 2, (e) (PET/T)/PP and (f) (PET/T)/PP/MA prepared with Blending Procedure 3, (g) (PET/PP/MA)/T prepared with Blending Procedure 4.

To further confirm the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles in the blends, the PP/PET/T, PP/PET/MA/T and (PET/PP/MA)/T composites were etched by hot xylene to remove the PP. The morphologies are shown in Figure 4.24. In the composites PP/PET/T, PP/PET/MA/T and (PET/PP/MA)/T the TiO$_2$ particles are preferentially located in PET, PP and at the interface, respectively. For PP/PET/T, as shown in Figure 4.24a, the TiO$_2$ particles are observed in the PET droplets. However, for PP/PET/MA/T most of the TiO$_2$ particles removed by hot xylene. Therefore, they were preferentially located in the PP. Only a small amount of TiO$_2$ particles remained at the surface of PET droplets (Figure 4.24b). In (PET/PP/MA)/T, even after removing the PP matrix, the TiO$_2$ particles still cover the PET droplets (Figure 4.24c). The TiO$_2$ particles on the PET surface in this nanocomposite are clearly viewed in Figure 4.24d.
Figure 4.24: Morphology of PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2} and PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO\textsubscript{2} composites, PP was selectively etched by xylene: (a) PP/PET/T, (b) PP/PET/MA/T, (c) (PET/PP/MA)/T, (d) (PET/PP/MA)/T at high magnification.

The effects of PP-g-MA and blending sequence on the location of TiO\textsubscript{2} are summarized in Table 4.4. In absence of PP-g-MA, the TiO\textsubscript{2} are always dispersed in the PET phase irrespective of the blending procedures. However, in presence of PP-g-MA, the location of TiO\textsubscript{2} is governed by the blending sequence.
Table 4.4: Location of TiO\textsubscript{2} in the PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2} and PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO\textsubscript{2} composites prepared with different blending procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blending Procedure</th>
<th>Location of TiO\textsubscript{2} in PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2}</th>
<th>Location of TiO\textsubscript{2} in PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO\textsubscript{2}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blending Procedure 1</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending Procedure 2</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending Procedure 3</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending Procedure 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>TiO\textsubscript{2} layer on PET droplets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inorganic fillers in polymer blends tend to interact more favorably with one particular phase, especially if the polarities of the two polymers are different. Therefore inorganic fillers usually migrate during melt blending. It is widely accepted that the competitive interaction between inorganic fillers and polymers is the thermodynamic driving force for the fillers’ migration which results in their preferential location in one of the blend components. This competitive interaction can be predicted by the Young’s equation [84]:

\[
\omega = \frac{\gamma_{N-A} - \gamma_{N-B}}{\gamma_{A-B}}
\]  

(4.2)

where \(\omega\) is the wetting parameter; \(\gamma_{N-A}\) and \(\gamma_{N-B}\) are the interfacial tensions between filler and polymer A, and filler and polymer B, respectively. If \(\omega > 0\), that is, \(\gamma_{N-A} > \gamma_{N-B}\), inorganic fillers are dispersed in polymer B or at the interface; if \(\omega < 0\), that is, \(\gamma_{N-A} < \gamma_{N-B}\), the fillers are in polymer A or at the interface.

The interfacial tension between the inorganic filler and polymer can be computed by the geometric-mean equation [141]:

\[
\gamma_{N-A} = (\sqrt{\gamma_{N}^{d}} - \sqrt{\gamma_{A}^{d}})^2 + (\sqrt{\gamma_{N}^{p}} - \sqrt{\gamma_{A}^{p}})^2
\]  

(4.3)

where the superscripts d and p stand for the dispersive and polar contributions to the surface tension, respectively. At 270 °C (the extrusion temperature) \(\gamma_{PP}\) is much lower than \(\gamma_{PET}\), and the surface tension values are listed in Table 4.5 [140]. Materials such as metals, metal oxides and inorganic compounds (oxides, nitrides, silica) are high-energy materials. They usually have surface tensions in the range of 200-5000 mN/m. Organic polymers are low-energy materials, their surface tensions are generally below 100 mN/m [141]. For nanoparticles higher
values of the surface energy values than the corresponding bulk material have been reported. This is because of the missing bonds (or ruptured bonds) on the surface which give rise to a positive excess surface energy. In the present study, the surface energy of the TiO$_2$ particles at 270 °C is unknown, however, being a nano-sized inorganic material, these particles likely exhibit very high surface energy values [142, 143]. For the composite without PP-g-MA, one can presume that $\gamma_{\text{TiO}_2}\text{-PP} > \gamma_{\text{TiO}_2}\text{-PET}$. Therefore it is not surprising that the TiO$_2$ particles are located in the PET in the systems (Figure 4.24a, c, and e).

**Table 4.5**: Surface tension of PET and PP at 270 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Surface tension at 270 °C (mN/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maleic anhydride (MA) is known to be an excellent ligand for metal oxides, it can be easily adsorbed onto the TiO$_2$ surface by electronic donation [144, 145]. The number of hydroxyl groups (OH) of the TiO$_2$ particles depends on the crystal structure of the TiO$_2$ as well as an interactions with visible or UV-light respectively (Figure 4.25) [146]. But independent of those facts, the OH groups are always found at the TiO$_2$ surface which are able to react with the MA functional groups to build up chemical bonds (as described in Figure 4.26). Breaking up of the anhydride structure of the PP-g-MA leads to carboxyl groups which are able to form a complex structure via acid-base inter actions, Homo/Lumo inter actions, respectively [147]. A reevaluation of the blending procedures reveals that during the preparation of (PP/T)/PET/MA (Blending Procedure 1) and PP/PET/MA/T (Blending Procedure 2), the PP-g-MA melts before the PET although the two components are incorporated simultaneously. This is just due to the difference in the melting ranges between PP-g-MA and PET. Therefore the PP-g-MA chains may be absorbed onto the surface of TiO$_2$ particles. Surrounded by the PP segments of PP-g-MA the TiO$_2$ particles become
“compatible” with the PP. As a consequence, they are staying in the PP instead of migrating to the PET phase.

![Figure 4.25: OH groups on the surface of TiO₂ particles.](image)

![Figure 4.26: Possible interactions between the PP-g-MA and TiO₂.](image)

For the (PET/T)/PP/MA prepared with Blending Procedure 3, the TiO₂ particles are precompounded with the PET. Consequently they are surrounded by the PET chains in the beginning of the second step extrusion. Therefore the incorporated PP-g-MA mostly reacts with the PET (via the maleic anhydride/PET terminal hydroxyl reaction) instead of interacting with the TiO₂. Accordingly, the TiO₂ particles remain in the PET phase.

The reaction time generally required for two reactive polymers is less than 5 minutes (the typical processing time) [148, 149]. With Blending Procedure 4, the
PET, PP and PP-g-MA were fed simultaneously during the first step extrusion performed with an estimated residence time of about 2 min. Aliphatic amine/anhydride and aliphatic amine/aromatic isocyanate reactions are extremely fast, having complete conversion within less than 30 s. Aromatic amine/anhydride and carboxylic acid/epoxy also have significant reaction conversion (about 10%) at short times (2 min) [149]. The maleic anhydride/hydroxyl is known to be less reactive than the aliphatic amine/anhydride and aliphatic amine/aromatic isocyanate. Nevertheless, even during the first step extrusion the chemical reaction between PP-g-MA and PET may take place. This was proved by the following strategy. PET/PP (35/65) blends with 0 vol.%, 1 vol.%, 3 vol.% and 6 vol.% of PP-g-MA were prepared under the same processing conditions. These blends were etched by hot xylene for 6 hours to remove the PP matrix. The morphology of the remaining PET phase in these blends is shown in Figure 4.27. It is seen from Figure 4.27a that the surface of PET phase in the uncompatibilized PET/PP blend is quite smooth. However, for the blends with increasing content of PP-g-MA, the surface of PET becomes rougher. This can be attributed to grafted PP chains and the accumulation of MA groups at the PET/PP interface (Figure 4.27b-d). Favorably interacted with the MA, the incorporated TiO₂ particles should also be located at the interface.
4.3.1.2 Phase morphology of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ composites

As discussed earlier, blending Procedures 1 and 2 are essentially the same, therefore the investigation is focused on the composites prepared with blending Procedures 2 and 3. As shown in Figure 4.28, the PP/PET/T (blending Procedure 2) and (PET/T)/PP (blending Procedure 3) in which the TiO$_2$ particles are preferentially located in the PET, show a similar morphology (Figure 4.28a and c). The PET droplets are large and exhibit broad size distribution ranging from 5 µm to 25 µm. In the PP/PET/MA/T (blending Procedure 2) the size of PET droplets are much smaller and the size distribution is narrower (Figure 4.28b). For the (PET/T)/PP/MA (blending Procedure 3), very fine PET droplets are observed as displayed in Figure 4.28d.
Figure 4.28: Morphology of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ and PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$ composites prepared with blending Procedure 2 and 3. (a) PP/PET/T and (b) PP/PET/MA/T prepared with blending Procedure 2, (c) (PET/T)/PP and (d) (PET/T)/PP/MA prepared with blending Procedure 3.

During melt blending of two immiscible polymers, under a certain shear rate, the viscosity ratio ($\lambda$) between the dispersed phase and the matrix is defined as follows:

$$\lambda = \frac{\eta_d}{\eta_m}$$  (4.4)

where $\eta_d$ is the viscosity of the dispersed phase and $\eta_m$ is the viscosity of the matrix. It is generally accepted that a viscosity ratio of 1 leads to the smallest diameter of the dispersed phase and the finest morphology of the polymer blends. However, other researchers [150, 151] reported that a low viscosity ratio is more
favorable for a finer morphology, because high viscous matrix enhances droplets break up by exerting an efficient shear stress transfer toward the dispersed phase. Note that a low viscosity matrix often acts as a lubricant for the dispersed phase, and thus reduces the droplets break up.

As is already known, in the PET/PP/T extrudate the TiO$_2$ particles are dispersed exclusively in the PET phase. Therefore, the concentrations of TiO$_2$ particles in the PET and PP phases are 8 and 0 vol. %, respectively. For the PET/PP/MA/T extrudate, upon addition of the PP-g-MA, the particles are exclusively located in the PP phase. So their concentration is 3 vol. % in the PP matrix and 0 vol. % in the PET dispersed phase. To calculate the viscosity ratio of the PET/PP/T and PET/PP/MA/T systems, two additional composites (PET/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-8 vol.% and PP/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-3 vol.%) were prepared. The viscosity of these two composites and the neat PET and PP was measured. To subject all the materials to the same thermodynamic history, the neat PET and PP were extruded under the same conditions which were set for preparing the PET/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-8 vol.% and PP/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-3 vol.% composites.

The viscosity curves for pure PET, PP and PET/TiO$_2$-8 vol.% and PP/TiO$_2$-3 vol.% composites are shown in Figure 4.29. It is evident that the viscosities of PET and PP are increased in presence of the TiO$_2$. During extrusion the shear rate ($\dot{\gamma}$) inside the extruder can be calculated by the following equation:

$$\dot{\gamma} = \frac{n \pi D}{H}$$

(4.5)

Where $n$ is the screw rotation speed, $D$ is the screw diameter and $H$ is the channel depth. Under the screw speed of 40 rpm, which is adopted during the extrusion of PET/PP/T and PET/PP/MA/T blends, the shear rate inside the extruder is estimated to be 13 s$^{-1}$. At this shear rate, the viscosity ratio of the PET/PP/T system ($\eta_{\text{PET}}/\eta_{\text{PP}}$) is 0.122, which is two times higher than that of the corresponding value in the PET/PP/MA/T (Table 4.6). As discussed earlier, a lower viscosity ratio between the dispersed phase and matrix will result in a finer
morphology. This is the reason why the PET droplet size in PET/PP/MA/T extrudate is much smaller than that of the PET droplets in the PET/PP/T.

**Figure 4.29**: Viscosity of pure PP, PET, PP/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-3 vol.% and PET/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-8 vol.% composites at 275 °C as a function of the shear rate.

**Table 4.6**: Viscosity ratio ($\eta_{\text{PET}}/\eta_{\text{PP}}$) in the PET/PP/T and PET/PP/MA/T

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Viscosity ratio</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/T (TiO$_2$ in PET)</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>between PET/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-8 vol.% and PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA/T (TiO$_2$ in PP)</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>between PET and PP/TiO$_2$ (300 nm)-3 vol.%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As discerned before the PP/PET/MA/T and (PET/T)/PP/MA composites, the PP-g-MA acts as compatibilizer for the PET and PP phases. Although the viscosity of PET is increased by TiO$_2$, PET is still very finely dispersed in these two composites because of the presence of PP-g-MA.

### 4.3.1.3 DSC analysis of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ composites

The crystallization temperatures ($T_c$) and crystallinities ($X_c$) of PP and PET in the PET/PP blend and the composites are listed in Table 4.7. Compared with pure PP, the $T_c$ of PP in both polymer blend and composites is increased, but the crystallinity of PP is not much influenced. During cooling, the already solidified
PET dispersed phase promotes the heterogeneous nucleation of the molten PP. Note that for (PP/T)/PET/MA, the presence of TiO$_2$ in the PP matrix does not affect the $T_c$ of PP.

Table 4.7: Crystallization temperatures and crystallinities of PP and PET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>PP</th>
<th></th>
<th>PET</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_c$ (°C)</td>
<td>$X_c$ (%)</td>
<td>$T_c$ (°C)</td>
<td>$X_c$ (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neat PP</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>122.6</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>195.1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PP/T)/PET (TiO$_2$ in PET)</td>
<td>123.4</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>199.8</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PP/T)/PET/MA (TiO$_2$ in PP)</td>
<td>122.2</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PET/T)/PP (TiO$_2$ in PET)</td>
<td>122.7</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>204.8</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PET/T)/PP/MA (TiO$_2$ in PET)</td>
<td>121.6</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>204.3</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PET/PP/MA)/T (TiO$_2$ on PET)</td>
<td>121.1</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>191.2</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For (PP/T)/PET, (PET/T)/PP and (PET/T)/PP/MA, in which the TiO$_2$ are preferentially located in the PET, the $T_c$ of PET is higher than that of PET in PET/PP. More interestingly, the $T_c$ of PET in (PET/T)/PP and (PET/T)/PP/MA is about 5 °C higher than that of the PET in the (PP/T)/PET. For the latter two composites, the TiO$_2$ particles were extruded with PET in the first step extrusion, whereby the TiO$_2$ are well dispersed in PET phase. On the other hand, in (PP/T)/PET the TiO$_2$ particles migrate from the PP into the PET. This migration can hardly guarantee a good dispersion of the TiO$_2$ particles in the PET phase. At the same concentration of TiO$_2$, the well dispersed TiO$_2$ particles easily incorporate in the surrounding PET chains and lead to an earlier crystallization of the later (i.e. PET). In the (PET/PP/MA)/T, the TiO$_2$ particles are generally located on the surface of the PET. Therefore the heterogeneous nucleation effect of TiO$_2$ on the PET crystallization is less effective (Table 4.7).

Generally, the incorporation of nanofillers is reported to elevate the $T_c$ of polymers, however, it does not necessarily help to increase the crystallinity [152-154]. The incorporated nanofillers accelerate the crystallization kinetics which leads to an early crystallization of the polymer, but it can also result in a structure with low crystallinity, as the nanofillers may inhibit the crystallization resulting in
reduced crystallinity [153, 154]. In the present study, the crystallinity of PET phase is not influenced by the incorporation of TiO$_2$. At the early stage of the crystallization process of PET, the incorporated TiO$_2$ particles promote the crystallization of PET. However, later they inhibit the crystalline development of PET.

4.3.1.4 Tensile Properties of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ composites

Tensile properties of the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ composites are shown in Figure 4.30. For comparison purpose, the tensile properties of neat PP and PET/PP blend are also indicated. Compared with neat PP, the tensile modulus of PET/PP is improved because of the high modulus of PET. The tensile modulus of the composites is moderately increased compared with the PET/PP blend due to the high stiffness of the TiO$_2$ particles. The tensile strength of the composites is not much influenced by the incorporation of TiO$_2$ except for the (PET/T)/PP/MA whose tensile strength reaches as high as 38.5 MPa. Note that for this composite the TiO$_2$ particles were incorporated into PET at the first step extrusion. As discussed earlier, during the second step extrusion the PP-g-MA reacts with PET, resulting improved interfacial adhesion between PET and PP. Therefore, the tensile strength increases accordingly.

![Figure 4.30: Tensile strength (a) and tensile modulus (b) of the blend and composites.](image)
4.3.2 PET/PP/TiO$_2$-15nm nanocomposites

4.3.2.1 Preferential location of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles

SEM images in Figure 4.31 show the dispersion of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles in the PET/PP/2T and PET/PP/4T nanocomposite. The TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are exclusively located in the dispersed PET phase. To confirm further the dispersion of TiO$_2$, TEM image was taken of the PET/PP/2T nanocomposite (Figure 4.32). The dark continuous and bright dispersed phases correspond to the PP and PET, respectively. Figure 4.32 reveals that the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are mainly dispersed at the PET/PP interface, and to a lesser extent in the PET droplets. Note that the PET/PP/2T nanocomposite was prepared by melt blending of the precompounded PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite with PET. Therefore the preferential locations of TiO$_2$ at the interface and in PET indicate that during extrusion of PET/PP/2T the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles migrate from the PP to the PET.

![Figure 4.31: SEM images of (a) PET/PP/2T and (b) PET/PP/4T nanocomposites.](image-url)
Figure 4.32: TEM image of PET/PP/2T nanocomposite.

Figure 4.33a is a TEM image of the PET/PP/3MA/2T nanocomposite which gives a general view of the dispersion of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles. Some PET droplets are covered with TiO$_2$ nanoparticles (although not completely covered, Figure 4.33b). However, most of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are dispersed in the PP phase (Figure 4.33c). This result suggests that upon addition of 3 vol.% of PP-g-MA, only a part of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles migrate to the PET phase. When the concentration of the PP-g-MA compatibilizer is increased to 6 vol.%, the PET phase is not affected, small agglomerates of TiO$_2$ are found only in the PP matrix (Figure 4.33d).
Treated with polyalcohol, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles favorably interact with PET via the reaction between the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups (Figure 4.34a). Therefore during extrusion of the PET/PP/2T and PET/PP/4T nanocomposites, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are driven into the preferred PET phase. The final location of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles is generally considered to represent the thermodynamic equilibrium state. However, during melt blending the equilibrium may never be reached because of the short mixing time and the very low diffusion coefficient of the
nanoparticles in viscous media [155]. It is therefore also possible that the location of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles at the PET/PP interface represents an intermediate state in the morphology development.

The PP-g-MA can also react with the treated TiO$_2$ nanoparticles through the reaction between the anhydride and hydroxyl groups (Figure 4.34b). The surface of TiO$_2$ is thereby covered with PP chains, which makes the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles compatible with PP and this forces them to stay in the PP phase. However, the location of TiO$_2$ in the PP phase does not necessarily mean that the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are more prone to interact with the PP-g-MA than with the PET. In fact, the location of TiO$_2$ is determined by the blending procedure. Recall that during extrusion of the PET/PP/3MA/2T and PET/PP/6MA/2T nanocomposites, the PP/TiO$_2$, PET and PP-g-MA were simultaneously fed into the extruder. Having a lower melting temperature than the PET, the PP and PP-g-MA melt first, therefore the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles may be “coated” by PP-g-MA before the PET...
itself melts. The grafted PP chains on the surface of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles favor the stay of the TiO$_2$ in the PP phase.

The influence of the amount of PP-g-MA on the location of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles is schematically shown in Figure 4.35. It is already known that the concentration of trimethylolpropane in the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles is 1.0 wt. % and the concentration of MA in the PP-g-MA is 1.0 wt.%. For the nanocomposite with 2 vol.% of TiO$_2$ and 3 vol.% of PP-g-MA, the ratio between the hydroxyl groups (from the TiO$_2$) and the maleic anhydride groups (OH/MA) is calculated to be 6.0/2.4. Considering the agglomeration of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, there will be less OH groups available to react with the anhydride of MA. Therefore at low concentration of PP-g-MA (3 vol.%), some hydroxyl groups of the coating do not react with PP-g-MA, as the PP-g-MA concentration is not high enough to "coat" all the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles. The "uncoated" TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, more exactly the free hydroxyl groups of their coating can react with PET. Therefore a small amount of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles migrate to the PET, and locate at the inner surface of PET droplets (Figure 4.33a). When the concentration of PP-g-MA increases to 6 vol.%, all the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are likely covered by PP chains, yielding that all the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles remain in the PP phase (Figure 4.35b).
4.3.2.2 Compatibilization effect of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles

SEM pictures in the morphology of PET/PP blends and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites are shown in Figure 4.36. The fracture surfaces of PET/PP and PET/PP/MA blends clearly demonstrate a two-phase morphology (PET droplets in the PP matrix). This reflects the expected immiscibility between the two components (Figure 4.36a and b). The number average diameter and diameter range of PET droplets in the PET/PP blends and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites are listed in Table 4.8. The droplet size of PET in the PET/PP/MA is smaller than that in the PET/PP, which is attributed to the compatibilization effect of the PP-g-MA.
Upon addition of 2 vol.% of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles into the PET/PP blend, the size of PET droplets is greatly decreased (Figure 4.57c). The number average diameter
is 1.4 µm. Addition of 4 vol.% of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles causes a further decrease in the PET droplet size (Figure 4.57d), especially for PET/PP/4T whose interface can not be easily distinguished. For the PET/PP/3MA/2T and PET/PP/6MA/2T nanocomposites, as shown in Figure 4.57e and f, the number average diameters of PET droplets are 2.0 and 3.8 µm, respectively. These values are higher than that of the PET droplets in the PET/PP/2T and PET/PP/4T nanocomposites, but still much lower compared to the PET droplets in the PET/PP blend. Furthermore, a narrowing in the size distribution of PET droplets can be observed in PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites, especially in the PET/PP/2T and PET/PP/4T nanocomposites.

**Table 4.8:** Number average diameter and diameter range of PET droplets in PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>PET droplets</th>
<th>Number average diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Diameter range (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0 ~ 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/MA</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6 ~ 5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/2T</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5 ~ 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/4T</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6 ~ 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/3MA/2T</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7 ~ 8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/PP/6MA/2T</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 ~ 7.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By comparing the phase morphologies of PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites and PET/PP blend, it can be concluded that the PET/PP/2T and PET/PP/4T nanocomposites display the best compatibilization characteristics, i.e. the finest dispersion of the PET droplets. In these two nanocomposites, the incorporated TiO$_2$ nanoparticles reduce the dispersed domain size (cf. Table 4.8) and stabilize the phase morphology. To some degree, the compatibilization effect of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles is also observed in the PET/PP/3MA/2T nanocomposite, and to a lesser extent in the PET/PP/6MA/2T nanocomposite (cf. Figure 4.36 and Table 4.8). These differences in the compatibilization effect of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles offer insight into the overall compatibilization mechanisms depending on the location of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles.
According to equation 4.4, the affinity of the two polymers and nanofillers determines the compatibilization effect of nanofillers. In the PET/PP/2T and PET/PP/4T nanocomposites, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are mostly located at the PET/PP interface. PET is already known to be strongly absorbed onto the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, which means a negative value for the term of $\Delta G_{\text{PET-TiO}_2}$. The non-polar PP has no affinity to the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles or to their coating polyalcohol, indicating a positive value of $\Delta G_{\text{PP-TiO}_2}$. It is presumed that $|\Delta G_{\text{PET-TiO}_2}| > |\Delta G_{\text{PP-TiO}_2}|$. Therefore the $\Delta G_m$ is decreased upon the addition of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, the compatibility of the system is thereby improved [99, 100]. In the filled polymer blends, the nanofillers at the interface are usually considered as physical barriers that inhibit or prevent drop coalescence [88, 156]. In the present study, for the PET/PP/2T and PET/PP/4T nanocomposites, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles at the PET/PP interface prevent the coalescence of the dispersed PET droplets. This results in a small PET droplet size.

For the PET/PP/6MA/2T nanocomposite, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are “coated” with the PP chains because of the reaction between PP-g-MA and TiO$_2$. These “coated” TiO$_2$ nanoparticles become a part of the PP matrix, and thus do not interact with the PET. In this nanocomposite, the PET droplets size is still noticeable smaller than that of the PET droplets in the binary PET/PP blend (cf. Figure 4.36 and Table 4.8). However, the compatibilization mechanism of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles is different from that of the PET/PP/2T nanocomposite. In the PET/PP/6MA/2T nanocomposite, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are exclusively located in the PP matrix, the TiO$_2$ content in this phase is calculated to be 3 vol.%. The viscosity curves for the pure PET, PP and PP/TiO$_2$ (15 nm)-3 vol.% nanocomposite are shown in Figure 7. Recall that the pure PP was subjected to the same thermodynamic history as that of PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite (i.e. the pure PP was also extruded with the Berstorff extruder before measuring the viscosity). The viscosity of PET is much lower compared with the pure PP and the PP/TiO$_2$ (15 nm)-3 vol.% nanocomposite. The incorporation of nanofillers is known to influence the rheological behavior of the polymers. A solid like behavior of the
nanocomposites is usually observed due to the polymer-particles and/or particle-particle interactions. In the present experiment, the viscosity of the PP/TiO$_2$ (15 nm)-3 vol.% nanocomposite is significantly higher than the pure PP, especially at low shear rate range.

![Figure 4.37: Viscosities of pure PP, PET and PP/TiO$_2$ (15 nm)-3 vol.% nanocomposite.](image)

For the PET/PP blend, the viscosity ratio $\lambda$ between the dispersed PET and PP matrix is given as follows:

$$\lambda_{\text{PET/PP}} = \frac{\eta_{\text{PET}}}{\eta_{\text{PP}}} \quad (4.6)$$

While for the PET/PP/6MA/2T nanocomposite in which the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are preferentially located in the PP, the viscosity ratio between the dispersed PET phase and PP/TiO$_2$ matrix is

$$\lambda_{\text{PET/PP/6MA/2T}} = \frac{\eta_{\text{PET}}}{\eta_{\text{PP/TiO}_2}} \quad (4.7)$$

During extrusion of the PET/PP blend and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite, at the shear rate of 13 s$^{-1}$ (the estimated shear rate at the screw speed of 40 rpm), the viscosity of PP/TiO$_2$ is higher than that of the pure PP, but the viscosity of the PET in PET/PP blend and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite is the same. Therefore the $\lambda_{\text{PET/PP}}$ is higher than $\lambda_{\text{PET/PP/6MA/2T}}$. With decreasing viscosity ratio, the
deformability of dispersed droplets increases, resulting in a finer dispersion of the minor phase, PET. Equation 4.7 suggests that the PP-g-MA compatibilizer does not influence the morphology of either PP or PET. This assumption is acceptable in PP/PET/6MA/2T nanocomposites, since PP-g-MA does not act as compatibilizer for PET and PP, instead it interacts with TiO$_2$ (Figure 4.35b).

Fenouillot [100] summarized the compatibilization mechanisms of the nanofillers for the nanocomposites: 1) reduction of the interfacial energy, 2) inhibition of coalescence by the presence of a solid barrier around the minor polymer drops, 3) changes in the viscosities of the phases due to the uneven distribution of the filler, 4) immobilization of the dispersed drops (or of the matrix) by the creation of a physical network of particles when the concentration of solid is above the percolation threshold, and 5) strong interaction of polymer chains with the solid particles inducing steric hindrance. In the present study, depending on the location of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, two compatibilization mechanisms are proposed for the for the PET/PP/2T nanocomposites: (1) increase in the thermodynamic stability (i.e. the decrease in free energy of mixing) by the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles at the interface; (2) the physical barrier effect the TiO$_2$ at the interface preventing the coalescence of the PET droplets. For the PET/PP/6MA/2T nanocomposite a further compatibilization mechanism may be at work: decreasing viscosity ratio due the TiO$_2$ dispersed in the PP matrix which enhances the droplet breakup of PET.

In the PET/PP/3MA/2T nanocomposite, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles were dispersed in the PP matrix, as well as at the interface. All the above mentioned three compatibilization mechanisms are applicable to this nanocomposite. However, for this nanocomposite the effects of the former two mechanisms (thermodynamic stability, physical barrier) are not as significant as for the PET/PP/2T nanocomposite. On the other hand, the effect of the third compatibilization mechanism (viscosity ratio) is less remarkable for PET/PP/3MA/2T than for the PET/PP/6MA/2T system.
4.4 Application of MFC

The applicability of the MFC approach to polyolefin, as well as other polymer blends fall into the following three categories.

Recycling friendly use

The environmental pollution caused by plastic materials due to the huge volume of litter makes recycling a very important issue for manufacturers and processors worldwide. A normally adopted approach for polymer recycling is called thermomechanical recycling [157]. This technique first involves mechanical recycling where the thermoplastics are granulated followed later by techniques as extrusion or thermoforming. In this case, blending and alloying of structurally different polymers offer an opportunity to convert the waste plastics into high performance polymer materials with specific applications. However, the majority of polymer blends are immiscible and results in poor mechanical properties compared with the raw materials. The manufacturing of in-situ microfibrillar blends is a promising method to enhance the properties of general purpose polymers to meet engineering specifications. Waste polymers, such as recycled polyolefin based commodities, polyester beverage containers, edible oil bottles and film can be used for the preparation of MFC, which brings a great reduction in the cost of materials. The MFC made from waste polymers can be re-processed and completely recycled.

Food packaging

Prevention and control of the permeation of gases and liquids through plastic film and membranes are required in food packaging and industrial application. The general approach in formulating high performance barriers is to use materials having low diffusivity and low solubility of the permeant. Most of polymers have varying levels of effectiveness in barrier properties, but polymer-polymer blending offers a simple and economical approach for permeability control. For a blend, the barrier properties will be strongly influenced by the morphology. The
structures that can be obtained range from fully laminar systems, where the dispersed polymer phase is present as a continuous layer, over interleaved sheets and lamellar or fibrillar morphologies to particulate systems. In Figure 4.38 the barrier properties of a blend as a function of the morphology is schematically illustrated.

**Figure 4.38:** Schematic illustration of the permeability of a blend of a high-barrier material in a low-barrier matrix as a function of the morphology [158].

Compared with PP and PE, PET is of low oxygen permeability. The oxygen barrier property of polyolefin materials might be improved by incorporating PET and developing a lamellar blend as shown in Figure 5.1. Bhattacharyya et al. prepared a range of MFC films from PET/PE (30/70 by weight) blends. All the MFC films have been shown to possess superior oxygen barrier properties compared to the neat PE films. Furthermore, the film that contains microfibrils combined with plates of PET has even lower permeability than microfibril-only films because of its higher effective gas blocking area [159].

**Tissue scaffolding application**

The MFC concept can be applied in the area of tissue engineering. The purpose of scaffolding is usually to (1) support differentiated cell function and
growth; (2) transport cells, cell nutrients and biochemical factors, and (3) provide mechanical support to maintain a space for tissue to form [52]. In the MFC for tissue scaffolding application, the microfibrils are usually biodegradable polymers such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(glycolic acid) (PGA). After extraction of the matrix polymer, the remaining biodegradable polymers are expected to sustain the growth of living cells. The use of toxic organic solvents to dissolve the matrix materials may have a negative influence on the seeded living cells, therefore the matrix materials are required to be water soluble or soluble in non-toxic solvent.

Most recently, the PLA/PVA MFC was developed. It was found that after extraction of the PVA matrix, the PLA micro- and/or nanofibrils were interconnected, forming a three-dimensional network. Figure 4.39 shows the morphology of the PLA fibrils prepared by stretching the PLA/ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVOH) (40/60) blend. The diameter of these fibrils is in range of 400nm to 1 µm. Such a spatial arrangement of microfibrils resulted in the formation of extremely porous material where the pores had sizes in the nano range. The living cells attached rather well to the microfibrils, proliferated and grew further forming continuous tissue [52].

![Figure 4.39](image_url): PLA fibrils prepared by stretching the PLA/EVOH (40/60) blend, EVOH fraction was removed.
5 Conclusions

The current work was devoted to the preparation, characterization of PET/PP, PET/PP/TiO$_2$ microfibrillar composites and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ ternary nanocomposites. PET/PP and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC were prepared by melt blending of the polymer blends, stretching of the extrudates and compression molding or injection molding of the drawn strands and their granules. PET/PP/TiO$_2$ ternary nanocomposites were prepared by using different blending procedures. The morphology, crystallization behavior, thermodynamic mechanical property and mechanical properties of the MFC and ternary nanocomposites were investigated. The results and conclusions obtained in this work are summarized as follows:

PET/PP MFC

PET/PP blends with different concentrations of PET and PP-g-MA (serving as compatibilizer) were extruded under different screw speeds. The effects of blend composition, compatibilizer and processing parameters on the blend morphology were studied. The main results deduced can be summarized as follows:

- Melt blending of PET and PP with different compositions at a constant screw speed of 40 rpm, resulted in phase inversion (from the PP matrix to PET matrix) when the concentration of PET reaches 40 wt.%. Maintaining the same PET concentration, a gradual increase of screw speed from 20 rpm to 80 rpm also leads to a change in the matrix is overtaking this role from PP. This is attributed to the accelerated coalescence of PET droplets as a result of the extensive shear. However, keeping the screw speed at 80 rpm, the coalescence of the PET droplets in the PET/PP (40/60) blend can be completely suppressed by incorporating 6 wt.% of PP-g-MA as compatibilizer.

- The phase structure of “the PET droplets in PP matrix” is the desired structure for preparing PET/PP MFC. Therefore the PET/PP (30/70), PET/PP (40/60) (extruded at 20 rpm) and PET/PP/PP-g-MA (40/54/6)
(extruded at 80 rpm) combinations which possess this kind of structure were stretched into strands and MFC were prepared from them accordingly.

- The tensile properties of the compression molded PET/PP MFC show a great improvement compared with the neat polymers because of the reinforcing effect of the PET fibrils. The tensile properties are improved with increasing content of the PET fibrils.

**PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2} MFC**

TiO\textsubscript{2} particles with different sizes (300 nm and 15 nm) were incorporated into PET/PP blend. Uncompatibilized and compatibilized (PP-g-MA as compatibilizer) PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2} MFC were prepared by injection molding of the pelletized PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2} drawn strands. Major conclusions of this part of the study can be drawn as follows:

- In the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO\textsubscript{2} extrudates, the TiO\textsubscript{2} particles migrate from the PP matrix to the PET dispersed phase during melt blending of PP/TiO\textsubscript{2} and PET; while in the compatibilized extrudates, the TiO\textsubscript{2} particles stay in the PP matrix.

- The $T_c$ of the PP in drawn strands is dramatically increased because of heterogeneous nucleation of the PET fibrils. The $T_c$ of the PET in the uncompatibilized PET/PP strands is also elevated because the TiO\textsubscript{2} particles act as nucleation agent for PET.

- Incorporation of the TiO\textsubscript{2} particles into the drawn strands results in a decrease of the storage modulus compared with the PET/PP drawn strand. In presence of the TiO\textsubscript{2} particles, defects appear at the interface between the PET fibrils and the PP matrix, which leads to poor stress transfer and thereby a drop of $E'$. 
In the injection molded PET/PP/TiO$_2$ microfibrillar composites, the PET fibrils become shorter and thicker compared with those fibrils in the drawn strands. However, the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles is preserved.

The glass transition temperatures of the PP in the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC are greatly influenced by the preferential location of TiO$_2$ particles: exclusively located in the PP matrix, the $T_g$ of PP in the compatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC is 3 °C higher than that of PP in the uncompatibilized PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC and the PET/PP MFC.

The tensile strength and impact strength of the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC are lower compared with the PET/PP MFC, since the incorporated TiO$_2$ particles either damage the PET fibrils or result in defects at the interface. However, an increase in tensile modulus for the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ MFC is observed compared to the PET/PP MFC.

**PET/PP/TiO$_2$ ternary nanocomposites**

PET/PP/TiO$_2$-300nm composites

TiO$_2$ particles (300 nm in diameter) were incorporated in 2 vol.% into PET/PP blend in presence and absence of PP-g-MA with four different blending procedures. The effects of PP-g-MA and blending sequence on the location of TiO$_2$ particles in the PP-based (ca. 70 vol.%) composites were studied. The conclusions were deduced as follows:

In the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ composites, the TiO$_2$ particles are always located in the PET phase irrespective of blending procedures. However, in PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$ composites the location of TiO$_2$ depends on the blending sequence: firstly blended with PP or with PET and PP simultaneously (Blending Procedure 1 and 2), the TiO$_2$ particles are dispersed in the PP phase. Firstly blended with PET (Blending Procedure 3), the TiO$_2$ particles stay in the PET. When blended with the
Conclusions

precompounded PET/PP/PP-g-MA (Blending Procedure 4), the TiO$_2$ particles are located on the surface of the dispersed PET.

- In absence of PP-g-MA, the TiO$_2$ particles are driven into the thermodynamically preferred PET because of the interfacial tension difference ($\gamma_{TiO2-PET}$ is lower than $\gamma_{TiO2-PP}$). However, the MA of PP-g-MA is easily absorbed onto the surface of TiO$_2$. In case of the blends with PP-g-MA, whether the interaction between TiO$_2$ and PP-g-MA can take place is governed the blending sequence. If the PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$ interaction is at work then the TiO$_2$ particles are covered by PP chains of PP-g-MA, which favors the stay of TiO$_2$ in the PP phase.

- For the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ composites in which the TiO$_2$ particles are located in the PET, the $T_c$ of PET is elevated due to the heterogeneous nucleation effect of the TiO$_2$. Better dispersion of the TiO$_2$ leads to further increase in the $T_c$ of PET.

- The tensile modulus of the composites is moderately increased compared with the PET/PP blend due to the high stiffness of the TiO$_2$ particles. The tensile strength of the composites is not much influenced by the incorporation of TiO$_2$ except for the (PET/T)/PP/MA whose tensile strength reaches 38.5 MPa.

PET/PP/TiO$_2$-15nm nanocomposites

PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites were prepared by compounding a PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite premix with PET in absence and presence (up to 6 vol.%) of (PP-g-MA. The influence of PP-g-MA concentration on the location of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles and the compatibilization effect of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles on the phase morphology were investigated. The main results concluded are as follows:

- In the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are generally located at the PET/PP interface and in the dispersed PET droplets. Upon addition of 3 vol.% of PP-g-MA, the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are found to be
dispersed in the PP matrix as well as at the interface. With 6 vol.% of PP-g-MA, the TiO₂ nanoparticles are exclusively located in the PP.

- The incorporated TiO₂ nanoparticles exert a compatibilization effect on the PET/PP blend irrespective of their locations. However, locating at the interface, the TiO₂ nanoparticles exhibit a more remarkable compatibilization effect than those dispersed in the PP matrix. One the one hand, the TiO₂ nanoparticles at the interface stabilize the morphology by decreasing the free energy of mixing; on the other hand, these nanoparticles also act as physical barriers preventing the coalescence of the PET droplets. Both of the compatibilization mechanisms contribute to a finer blend morphology of the PET/PP/2T nanocomposite in which the TiO₂ nanoparticles are located at the interface.
6 Summary and Outlook

In the present work, PET/PP, PET/PP/TiO$_2$ microfibrillar composites and PET/PP/TiO$_2$ ternary composites were prepared. In the PET/PP, PET/PP/TiO$_2$ microfibrillar composites, the micro-sized PET fibrils demonstrate large aspect ratio and exist in the PP matrix as the reinforcement, which enhances the tensile properties of the compression molded composites. Phase structure of the extrudate determines the structure of the drawn strands and further influences the mechanical properties of the composites. Therefore, special attention was paid to investigate the influence of material composition, the amount of incorporated PP-g-MA and the processing parameters on the morphology of the extrudates.

In the PET/PP/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites, the incorporated TiO$_2$ particles are preferentially located in the PET phase. However, in PET/PP/PP-g-MA/TiO$_2$ composites the location of TiO$_2$ depends on the blending sequence because of the interaction between the OH from the TiO$_2$ and MA groups from the PP-g-MA. The incorporated TiO$_2$ particles do not help to enhance the tensile properties of the composites, however, they greatly reduce the droplet size of the PET dispersed phase and exert a compatibilization effect on the phase morphology. This interest finding offers an insight to develop new composites which are compatibilized by nanoparticles with enhanced mechanical properties.

As continuation of the present work, the following aspects should be considered:

- For the purpose of mass production of microfibrillar composites, the processing parameters should be optimized to solve the cutting problem of the drawn strands and the feeding problem during injection molding.

- During injection molding (or compression molding), the processing temperature was set between the melting temperature of PET and PP. At
this temperature, PP melts but PET stays in solid state. This low processing temperature results in poor interfacial adhesion between the fibrils and matrix. In addition, the difference in the thermal expansion coefficient and Poisson number between PET and PP may also lead to poor interfacial adhesion. Therefore it is necessary to develop a method for improving the interfacial adhesion which will lead to improvement in mechanical properties of the MFC.

- It is possible and interesting to obtain nanofibrils by adjusting the extrusion and stretching parameters. The development of nanofibrils reinforced composites may open a new perspective for enhancing the material properties.

- It is necessary to explore other polymer blends and compatibilizer for developing new types of MFC. Far more important is to use such nanofillers as carbon nanotubes and carbon nanofibers which align themselves during stretching.
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